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COUNTY CANDIDATES

The Onoida four-point hangar has the advantages cf

both vortical and lateral adjustment giving two inchos
in tho former and

inch in the latter.

It is a hanger of great strength without being bulky
or heavy, due to the fact that the metal is properly dis

tributed, being particularly strong where the strain is
geratest.
We are headquarters for Mill Supplies, carrying a

complete stock of Pulleys, Hangers, Pillow Blocks, Coup
lings, Collars, Shafting, Rubber Belt, Leather Belt, Bolt

Dressing, Belt Lacing, and Hcoks of all kinds.

Wc also carry a complete stock of Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
Valves, Boiler and Engine Room Supplies.

Our prices are right and we can supply your needs
from stock.

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING CO.
LIME STREET.

TELEPHONE 360.

Frank A- Tirrell, Jr. announces his
candidacy for the judge of probate
nomination on the Democratic ticket.
Mr. Tirrell has served as recorder of
the Rcckland Municipal Court, and re
tires this week from the office of city
solicitor. He has been a resident of
Kockland nearly nine years, nnd has
built up a very gratifying law practice.
* • • •
John I.. Tewksbury, Camden’s town
clerk and town auditor, is a candi
date for the county treasurer nomina
tion on the Demeratic ticket, nopin;;
for better luck that he had two years
ago, when he was defeated for the
nomination by Wallace E. Spear. Mr.
Tewksbury is assistant cashier of the
Camden National Bank and figures
actively in about everything of public
importance that gees on in that town.
• • * *
Dr. E. W. Pcaslee of Thomaston is
a candidate for Sfatc Senator on the
Republican ticket. He has served one
tom in the House of Representatives,
and conducted the affairs of his office
in a manner that was very satisfactory
to his constituents. Dr. Peaslee is
anxious to see the Kennebec Bridge
materialize, and If elected is expect
ing to work over-time for that propo
sition.
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who since April, 1891, has been listed
on Uncle Sam’s books as ‘port surgeon
at Rockland, Me. Port surgeon is the
title which is popularly associated with
the office, ‘but the real handle is "Act
ing Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Public
Health Service.’’
Dr. Adams was successor to the late
Dr. William A. Banks, a physician
whose name Is still very familiar to
many of Rockland's older families.
Seamen who came within tht jurisdic
tion of the port surgeon were then as
signed to humble quarters in the build
ing occupied by the late John S. Ranle tt as a shipping office, at the Northend—presenting marked contrast to the
'uxorious confines of Knox Hospital,
whither he is now sent if his condition
warrants it.
Dr. Adams’ official patients are listed
In a wide category. First of all every
sick or injured seaman who is con
nected with the morehant marine serv
ice. and who meets with misfortune in
this district. During the war period he
did work in connection with the Veter
an’s Bureau- Ho also examined all
graduates of the Rockland Navigation
School of whom there were first and
last between 500 and 600. Employes
of the Llghhouse and Coast Guard
services come to him for examinations
for vision and color-blindness.
If a man becomes sick or receives in
juries a Hoard a vessel in this harbor
Dr. Adams is notified. If necessary he
boards the vessel, but In any event the
case comes to him for treatment. This
n.ay mean office treatment, it may
mean that the man is sent to Knox
Hospital, or It may mean—if the case
is likely to be a protracted one—that
the patient will be sent to the marine
hospital in Portland, where the cost
pf earing for him will lie minimized.
In the event that he is sent to Port
land the goverhment furnishes trans
portation, in addition to paying all
hospital expenses.
Many years ago a portion of the sea
man’. wages was deducted for this
fund, but now the entire expense is
borne by the U. S. Public Health Serv
ice- A certificate from the master of
the ship is sufficient to gain the port
surgeon's attention. Many of the local
cases come from the boats comprising
the fleet of the Eastern Steamship
Lines, Inc.
Iti-coiirofctlJrt wlflT life pitrt Surgeon's
work two contracts of local interest
are made. One is with the Knox Hos
pital, which Is paid 13 a day for each
patient; the other is with the Burpee
Furniture Co. for ambulance service.
An average year's work for Dr.
Adams in his official capacity would
show about 180 patients, .between 300
and 400 treatments and 200 examina
tions.
Why all this care on the part of the
government? some will ask.
The answer is found in the govern
ment's desire to encourage men to
"liter tlie service of the merchant ma
rine.
Dr. Adams states that fatalities have
been remarkably scarce in his district.
There was blit one last year, and prior
to that there had been no fatality since
1919. Many nationalities are involved.
Come May Dr. Adams will have
been a resident of Rockland 34 years.
His first office here was in Willough
by block, which was destroyed in the
big fire of three years ago. He re
mained there one year and has occu
pied his present office ever since. He
is a member of the Knox County Med
ical Society, the Maine Medical So
ciety and the American Medical As
sociation. He has accumulated a large
and lucrative practice here, likes the
city, and in turn enjoys the respect and
esteem of as large an acquaintance as
any professional man in the city can
claim.

A BANK

THAT BIG 20% DISCOUNT

cannot rise higher

0

than its ideals in its
service any more than
a stream can rise higher
than its source. The size
and strength of this bank
are a sure indication of a
healthy, high ideal and a
lofty standard of service.

Brown as a berry from the tropic
sun ot Miami and overflowing with the
enthusiasm and general pep thut seems
to be epidemic In Florida's winter
capital. Glenn A. Lawrence is back on
the Job after spending a well earned
winter vacation in the sunny S uth.
Like every man who has been through
a similar experience he brings back a
broader outlook and a (inner belief in
the possibilities of our own county and
State.
"We must have the summer busi
ness." he said. “Why. there's no reuson
in the world why this great territory
shouldn't be developed on the tourist
welcome idea. Here are hundreds of
islands, perfectly fitted for summer
homes------North Haven, Vinalhaven.
Deer Isle, Isle au Haul nnd the rest,
all with Rockland as their merchan
dising center. And why shouldn't some
live real estate company lake over
these farms- between here and Port
Clyde for instance, build in good roads,
cut the district up into big. moderate
priced lots and bring the summer busi
ness here. Do you realize that there
were more vacationers in Maine last
summer than there was in Florida
this winter? Weil, that’s the fact, but
they centralize down there. If we of
Knox County could give the people a
real incentive to come this way, have
modern boarding houses and medium
priced hotels, besides giving the tour
ist a chance to buy and build and be
come a permanent summer resident,
why old Knox would prosper. The
Chamber of Commerce might acquire
options or selling rights of the coast
and lake farms and sell them through
Judicious advertising.
Speaking about the Chamber of
Commerce, maybe there isn't a live
wire organization in Miami. It spent
$400,000 in national advertising last
year and will raise $2,000,000 this. They
have no trouble in raising their budget
either, for everybody believes in the
idea and sees that it pays. There are
plenty of summer resorts, but one can
only go to Florida or California in the
winter and this is w-hat the Chamber
of Commerce banks on. You should
see their publicity on roads. There
are "00 miles of maeadam*road in
Miami alone and more goingYn rapid
ly because of great demand for motor
transportation. The railroads haven’t
kept up with the growth of popula
tion so it’s largely busses and trucks

there now. The roads cost less than
$1000 a mile to build, owing to tlie
soft rock formation and lack of frost
action."
Then Mr. Lawrence told a thing or
two about this country. It is all agri
culture and tourist culture, there be
ing little or no manufacturing. The
soil is peaty In nature and products
grow anywhere with startling rapidity.
Much fertilization is required, however.
Six carloads of tomatoes go out of
Florida every hour the year round and
other products in proportion.
“You fellows did just right on tho
schoolhouse proposition. A munici
pality must do business just the re
verse ot a corporation. Get the school,
get the children into it. then fight
about paying for it afterward.
The
youngsters will at least have the use
of a decent schoolhouse while the war
is on. It should have been done flve
years ago. In Florida the school build
ing is the first structure put up in a
new town and every village lias a
$100,000 plant. Over $12,000,000 was
spent in general construction in Miami
alone last year, and spent largely by
Northerners who pass their winters
there.’’,
The Interesting fact developed that
there arc few "natives" in tho district.
The great majority of the men arc
from the North, many coming as tour
ists, while trusted subordinates carry
on the business at home and many
others are men from the North who
have identified themselves with the
business of the»eity and become a part
of it. The women take a great inter
est in civic affairs and are active in
club work. In Cocoanut Grove a wom
an’s elub serves dally dinners in the
school nt a nominal fee. Another side
light is given on the Ku KIux Kian
which has Its ceremonials openly,
places its welcoming signs conspicu
ously and its grueaomely spectacular
float won first prize In the great win
ter pageant. Miami has a city man
ager and in addition has those two in
compatible civic sisters, a low tax
rate and a low valuation.
"Money comes easy down there and
there's lots of it." said Mr. Ijiwrenee
In conclusion, “but theiy'de all gogetters and they believe In their coun
try. We have Just as good an oppor
tunity here and the people will come
with the business If we only give them
a chance. Let's go to it."

C0MMEND8 AN EDITORIAL

nitles without advertisement or head
lines.
There is a great opportunity for
press and pulpit to unite in calling us
all to repentance and pointing out to
us the eternal teachings of our Master.
It seems to me you have done It In a
very Impressive manner.
Everett C. Herrick,
Pastor Fall River Baptist Church.

•
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At the big Studley store has come to be a key thought of Rockland and Knox
county furniture buyers.
ITIS A BONA FIDE reduction in regular price on every
article in our huge stock where such a reduction can be made consistent with sound
business.
It has resulted in an enormous increase in our business volume.

WE INVITE
COMPARISON

OF

PRICE AND

QUALITY

20% DISCOUNT ON NEARLY EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE

1903,

$164,934.22

1909,

1,010,239.75

1915,

1,410,732.00

1921,

2,981,174.07

1924,

3,390,000.00

Capital, Surplus and
Profits
$239,719.16
SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

283 MAIN ST.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

ROCKLAND

Branches:
Camden, Vinalhaven, Warren, Union

Rovkland had a visitor yesterday
who travels approximately 15,000
miles a year without leaving the State
of Maine.
That visitor was Rev. L.
G. March, a former secretary of the
Rockland Y. M. C. A., who after suc
cessfully filling several pastorates was
last .June appointed superintendent of
the Rockland District of the Maine
Methodist Conferonc e.
•Supt. March, giving him now Jiis offi
cial title, begins his duties with Graca
church, Bangor, has all of the*terri
tory to the southward, goes as far
westward as the Kennebec River and
as far to the northward as Rockwood
in the Moosehead region. Twice a
year he covers tills territory officially,
and once semi-officially, traversing each
time a total mileage or about 5000
miles. In summer tliis is accomplished
with comparative ease, but in the dead
of winter there are many parishes not
easily accessible.
The Rockland District includes 36
quarterly conferences, and lias 40 pas
tors when all of tiie pulpits are occu
pied.
“There are s°nic outstanding points
in my first year’s work," said Mr.
March to a Courier-Gazette reporter.
“We are, for instance, putting on somo
wonderful programs, from which great
things may be expected, and which will
increase our constituency.
A small
church has been erected at Spruce
Point, near Boothbay Harbor, and a
new chapel lias been built at Rockwood.
Around Rockwood, among the lumber
camps, is a great missionary field. I
have made a cartful investigation,
which has convinced me that the
preaching of the old fashioned Gospel
will be fairly acceptable there.
“Much repair work has been done
through the district and the general
condition of the church property
show’s improvement over former years.”
When the appointments are read at
the session of the Maine Conference,
to be held the week of April 9, it is
quite likely that a number of important
changes will be shown in this section.
Rev. Eugene V. Allen, pastor of Pratt
Memorial M. E. church, has already in
dicated that it Is not his intention to
return to Rockland.
Supt. March succeeded Rev. Jamo3
H. Gray, a former Rockland pastor,
whose physical condition is regarded
as very serious.
-OR-OWEN RESIGNS

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I want to commend you for the edi
torial appearing in the March 15 issue
of your paper.
The outbreak of religious and racial
hatred all over our country today is
one of the saddest nnd strangest
things that is happening.
It would
seem as if we had suffered enough
from the fears and hatreds of man
kind so that those at least who are
the ministers of Christ might feel the
necessity of preaching the more ex
cellent way.
But, unfortunately,
even the Church Is forsaking its Mas
ter and lending its aid all too often
to the reai enemy and the only enemy
we have to fetr.
While, however,
this is true and ton true, yet it would
not be so bad if there were less pub
licity for hate and if there were more
news value to the real constructive
work for good-will thnt is being done
in thousands of churches and commu-

SERVICE
Radio Storage Batteries
Recharged

6 VOLT .................... FIFTY CENTB
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Supt. L. G. March Travels
Something About the Duties
15,000 Miles Yearly In His
of a Rockland Doctor Who Glenn Lawrence Believes Rockland Has As Great Possi
bilities
As
Miami
—
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The
New
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Methodist Labors.
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F. W. FARREl CO.
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TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS

Before me is a picture post-card
bearing the title "Barter’s Point, The
Nook. Tenant’s Harbor, Me."
How
many years ago the picture was taken
1 do not know.
The background re
mains the same yesterday, today and
forever. The foreground interests me
very much.
There are three eraft in
view,
a
steamer—probably
the
Monhegan, bound out and for Rock
land, as I should judge the time was
afternoon—the schooner M. K. Hawley,
and alongside of her a towboat. With
the aid of a reading class 1 can make
out the name. Wesley A. Gove.
M'y
brother Will (commonly known as BUI)
was captain qf her.
She was sold to
parties in Calais and he took her there.
This picture must have been taken
while he was enroute.
Very likely
he came in to see dad and resumed his
journey the following morning.
The M. K. Rawley was the last of
the fleet.
Sho was built at the Har
bor in 1871.
After sailing the sea for
a number of years she was laid up
"in ordinary" at the Harbor, where she
swung at her moorings for a number
of years.
She was finally bought by
Boston parties, refitted and started
again to be of some use In the world.
She did not remain long afloat, how
ever, being cast away in Penobscot
Bay shortly afterward.
History tells us that at the Harbor
in 1872 11. M. Bean built the Earl II.
Potter.
In 1873 Bean & Long built
tho schooners G. W. Andrews, Hattie
N. Fuller. Euphemia A. Hayes and
Levi Hart.
In 1874 the same firm
built the schooner Sadie Wilcutt, M. K.
Itawley and Dazio E. Parkhurst. Not
one of this fleet I believe is afloat to
day.
Eight schooners were built in
1872-3-4.
Business was booming—
and then the boom burst.
For awhile
you could not give away a piece of
vessel property, let alone sell it.
To
Rome of my readers this bit of a poem
would awake memories of other days:
And so vre creep tn harbor, very still,

C. E. Owen, D. D., of Waterville,
superintendent of the Christian Civic
League of Maine for the past five
years, tendered his resignation at the
annual meeting Thursday. Mr. Owen
has been an active worker in the
league for the past 20 years, lie is
succeeded d»y Edward II. Emery of
Sanford, who was unanimously elected
superintendent yesterday afternoon.
Dr. I). B- Holt of Auburn was elected
president. Among the directors is E.
L. Cleveland of Houlton, well known
in Knox county.
iScth May, State Federal prohibition
director, gave a talk on prohibition
conditions in Maine, in which he told
of the work of his staff of 16 officers.
He said that while his force is not at
tempting to watch every city and town,
they are trying to get at the heart of
the liquor conspiracies and to send to
Atlanta the men who are at the top of
the rum rings. Tiie new superintend
ent, Edward II. Emery, gave an ad
dress.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had tn live my life again I would hava
made a rule tn read somo poetry and listen to
sonic music at least once a week. The loss of
those tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
TO THE MAN WHO FAILS

Let others sing to the hero who was in the
ceaseless fray,
Who, over the crushed and fallen, pursued
Ills upward way ;
For him let them weave the laurel, to him bo
Ihcir paean sung.

Whom the kindly fates have chosen, who are
happy ti.uir iuved among;
Hut mine be a different message, some soul in
Its stress to reach ;
To bind, o’er tlie wound of failure, the balni
of pitying speech ;
To whisper: "He up and doing, for courage
at last prevails" I sing—who have supped with failure—I sing
for the man who fails.
I know how the gray cloud darkens, and man
tles the soul in gloom;
I know how the spirit hearkens to voices of
doubt and doom ;
I know how the tempter mutters his terrible
word, “Despair!”
Hut tiie heart lias Its secret chamber, and I
know that our <iod is there.
Our years are as moments only; our failures
He counts as naught ;
The stone that the builders rejected perchance
Is the one that He sought-.
Mayhap, in the ultimate judgment, the effort
alone prevails,
Ami the laurel of great achievement shall be
for the man who falls.

Amid the sleeping silence of the world.
To where the sehoonera lie beneath the hill
That watches o'er them when their salts are We saw in the darkness only : but the Reaper
furled.
shall reap In the light;
And the day of His perfect glory shall tell of
Among them like a new-eome ghost we glide,
the deeds of the night.
Shatter tlie stillness with our anchor-chain. We gather our gold, and store It, and the
And as its echo dies away, the tide
whisper Is heard. "Success!”
Uf sleep Hoods shoreward front the sea again. But tell me. ye cold, white sleepers, what
were an achievement loss?
Boze.
We struggle for fame, and win It; and lo! like
a fleeting breath.
It is lost In the realm of silence, whose ruler
and king is Death.
Where are the Norseland heroes, the ghosts of
a housewife’s tales?
I sing—for the Father heeda him—I sing to
tho man >who fails.

RADIO SETS
—AT—

CARVER’S
BOOK STORE

Telephone Ml

118-8-*

And Edward H. Emery la New Secre
tary cf Christian Civic League.

EASY TERMS OR CASH

29-tf

Oh, men who are
up again, and
Somewhere in the
there Is room

labeled "failures,” up, rise
do!
world of action Is room;
for you.

Xo failure was e’er recorded In the annals of

truthful men.
Except for the craven-hearted who fails, nor
attempts again
The glory is in the doing, and not in the
trophy won;
The walls that are laid in the darkness may
laugh to the kiss of the sun.
Oh. weary and worn and stricken, oh, child
of fate's cruel gales!
I sing—that it haply may cheer him—I sing to

the man who falls.

—Alfred T. Waterhouse.
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COACH MORAN’S REPLY

SPEAKER

To Criticism of Camden Cor
Rockland Chamber of Commerce Last Evening Were
respondent Concerning Re
Inspired To Hold Here a Merchants’ Institute.
cent Debate.

AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, March 22, 1924.
Personally appeard Frank S. Lyddle, who on '
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of J
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of March 20,
1924, there was printed a total of 6,375 copies, j
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Rockland, March 20.
A bulletin displayed in the window communities of which they are the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
of the Western Union telegraph office center.
As coach of the Rockland High
'People make values; more people
yesterday announced that a cyclone make greater values.
You don't lose School debating teams I request this 1
was headed this way from Rutland, Vt. the drones: they stick.
The ten opportunity to reply to an attack on
The cyclone arrived last night, true to dency of people is to centralize, and our affirmative team by your Camden
BIBLE THOUGHT
prediction, and gave a marvelous dem the tendency of the retail business is High School correspondent, as pub
—FOR TODAY—
to centralize.
lished in your last Thursday issue.
onstration before the Rockland Cham
Mr. Griest came now to the nub of
Bible Thoughts
In the first place I am glad to note
priceless hei
ber of Commerce at Hotel Rockland. his address—the uncomfortable fact
that Camden High does not question
Cyclone was but another name for that the average county seat h>ees 40 the decision of the Judges.
The ob
John W. Griest, general manager of percent of its trade to outside compe jections raised by Camden are: (1)
SAVING GRACE:—By grace arc ye
tition.
Local
merchants
are
in
keen

the Retail Merchants' Institute of Chi
that the chairman, a member of the
saved through faith: and that not of
cago, and who proved to be not only a est competition with the shrewdest Rockland High faculty, passed a piece
yourselves; it is the gift of God.—Eph
i breezy speaker, but tine who said buyers. Communities are too apt to of paper to or.e of the Rockland team,
esians 2:8.
something.
His talk followed a ban- suffer from the disease known as self- nsinuating that debate information
They have merchants was written thereon; and (2) that the
iuet in which the culinary department satisfaction.
1 of IToprietor Wiggin's hotel certainly who are content to do only what their last Rockland speaker spoke overtime.
fathers did a generation ago.
Run in here and see our speed-up
did itself proud.
In answer to the first objection, I will
“You retailers can in Tease your state the chairman dlr, pass a paper to
Top Coats -for Spring—for young
f'Young but lusty," was the manner
business
23
percent
.by
a
little
extra
men—and men who keep young.
in which the Chamber of Commerce
member of the Rockland team, at the
' was described by W. O. Fuller, acting co-operative effort," said Mr. Griest. request of that member, as his sup
$35.00 and $40.00
'You
have
got
to
meet
them
along
One of the most sensible speeches
, as chairman of the meeting.
"The
ply of paper was entirely exhausted.
the price fcr suit satisfaction this I experiment had been tried several their own lines. If they are advertis That paper happened to contain the
we have read in these topsy-turvy
ing
in
your
own
trade
territory
they
season—you can pay more—you can i times befort,” he said "but always with
chairman's list of the Camden speak
days is that delivered by Speaker Gil
pay less—we have ’em for $27.50.
I lamentable results until we hit upon are doing it in a tremendous way. You ers, and nothing else.
I am very sorry
lette of the National House of Repre
have
got
to
advertise
specials
in
your
BUT
the method that belongs to modern
that Camden High School, on the
It is your duty.
Get basis of mere suspicion, without any
sentatives at the annual dinner of the
our $35.00 and $40 .CO lines are prime I business, and brought here a bright community.
I young man to show how it should lx* 75 to 100 distributors together for spec proof whatever, would make such a
—not a dollar wasted.
Amherst Alumni Association of Boston.
Boys’ Baseball Suits, $2.00.
I done.
We are now on a prosperous ial sales attractions." To more thor serious charge, especially since it is
He said in part:
oughly emphasize this point Mr. Griest so unqualifiedly false.
Indian Suits, $1.50.
footing."
Graft, connivance, corruption have
called attention to two styles of adver
Cowboy Suits, $3.59.
The second objection is that one of
infected law enforcement," said the
One was the indifferent ad the Rockland speakers spoke one-half
Mr. Griest got down to business with tising.
Speakir, "and at length the track of!
nothing, minute overtime.
While it is true
out other preliminary than that hd had vertisement. which said
guilt has led into a President's Cabl- I
The that each speaker is definitely limited
spoken in 38 States and eight of Can meant nothing and got nothing.
net, and the whole nation has been ,
other advertisement carried the infor as to time, nevertheless it is a common
I ada's Provinces.
stunned by the revelation.
Rat our
He was here to talk about retail dis- mation the consumer wanted and car practice among the colleges to permit
government on the whole is sound anil ■
speaker to finish his thought.
In
I tribution, he said.
Farms, factories ried it in a manner that could not es
not tainted with corruption. Because j
my experience as a member of the
land mines produce all of the wealth, cape attention
disgraceful conditions have been re- ;
Bowdoin debating team for three years,
' but before their products get Into the
vealed do not believe that they are typi- i
With a torrent of direct and clear serving as a captain two of these years,
I hands of the consumers they must
cal. Amid all this murky atmosphere of |
1 pass through a large Held controlled cut speech Mr. Griest illuminated the I have never heard it contended that a
416-418 MAIN STREET
suspicion and denunciation it pleases
by men and women.
What Is the subject of retailing as it affects a com speaker must stop at the exact ringing
Us Amherst men to know that one
value of the product before it reaches munity like Rockland and had his au of the bell, perhaps leaving a sentence
character stands clear and unsullied—
Such a contention
dience going, as the saying is. with his half completed.
the consumer? Nothing!
our President.
One of the most
The successful manner in which the
Too frequently 'blame for certain analysis of the art of successful sales is too absurd for consideration.
striking features of the reports tha: I Democratic State platform is strad conditions is laid at the door of the
Another criticism offered by Camden
manship. That his views of the pos
come to me from ail over the country i
is the newspaper write-up of the de
is the President’s extraordinary pop- I dling leads to the suspicion that Boss distributor, but today the retailer is sibilities of greatly Improving the
occupying a field of specialized ac business of this community appealed bate, which I wrote myself. There is
ularity with the masses of the people. 1 Pattangall is using a balancing, pole.
tivity.
The consumer is paying not to the members present was evidenced no criticism whatever of Camden in
That Is not because of his magnetism,
for merchandise alone, but for that by the fact that when Secretary Me that article. The sole reference to the
of his eloquence, of his personality; i
specialized service.
Why Is the re Donald asked the opinion as to the advis work of the Camden team is that It
POLITICAL BRIEFS
it Is because they trust him.
They
tailer accused? Because he is the per ability of carrying on here a Merchants used “the familiar objections (used
believe, as we know, that he is a man
against the League in the 1920 polit
son with whom the consumer comes
of simple life, of sound heart, of pure
North Carolina's delegation to the into direc t contact. Mr. Griest amus Institute, several gentlemen favorably ical campaign.”
As I participated
morals, of strong mind, of patriotic Republican National Convention was ingly illustrated his point by narrating endorsed the suggestion and on motion s a speaker in that campaign, I know
purpose and of unflinching courage. instructed for Coolielge by the State the incident of a traveling man who of Roy L. Knowlton the mieting voted what arguments were in general use
to instruct the board of directors t
While we here are not all of one po convention in Raleigh Wednesday. The
at that time.
Camden High did not
vainly signalled two surface cars
litical party, I am sure we are all delegation has a voting strength eif 21. bound for the railroad station which confer with Mr. Griest with view t use an argument that was not used in
making an engagement to that end that campaign.
....
agreed, as the country seems to be
he wished to reach. The cars whizzed
agreed, that it would be restful to
Complete returns from 137 counties by and he was paid not the slightest, provided the directors are convinced
But the childishness of the Camden
that such action is desirable.
have four years more of Calvin Cool anei incomplete from 17 in the Georgia attention.
criticism,is nowhere more in evidence
The third car stopped and
What the Farmers’ Institute is to than in rts reference to the congratu
idge.
Presidential preference primary gave the traveling man proceeded to heap
William ej, McAdoo 91.(132 and Senator upon the conductor the criticism j th<“ farmers of a community the Retail lations I offered to the Camden team.
The New York Herald Tribune is un Oscar Underwood 43,945. McAdoo will
Merchants’ Institute is to the business It is quite natural as coach of the
sparing in its criticism of the 33 Con have complete control of the State officials of the two preceding cars. community. It is a series of get-to Rockland team, that 1 should congrat
I did
gressmen from that State who voted Democratic convention with over 100 Another interesting anecdote, with a gether meetings of local merchants anil ulate Rockland's opponents.
majority in county unit votes.
real point, concerned the purchase of a business people—everybody interested so not only out of mere politeness,
for the bonus bill or who were paired
....
in
the
progress
of
retail
merchandis

but because I sincerely felt that con
package >f oatmeal, at a price which
against it. "They betrayed the State’s
A mi- ting of the Democratic dele seemed to suggest a tremendous profit ing. The general object is to make gratulations were due them on their
interest and the Nation's interest,” gates and alternates from the State for the retailer.
With m.y attitude thus ex
But Mr. Grie3t an available to local merchants the best work.
says the New York newspaper, "and of Maine io the Democratic National alyzed the situation to show thatXhe plans and methods in use today by the pressed. you may well imagine my just
they made their recent support of the Convention will take place on Tues consumer was paying for specialized most successful merchants throughout resentment , when Camden infers and
day. at the Augusta House. The pur service, which was in marked con-i the country. It Is am es of meetings even goes so far as to publish an as
tax reduction act a mockery, since pose of the meeting is to form an or trast tq the ancient way of getting j for the exchange of
merchandising sertion that I think Camden was not
there can be no permanent tax reduc ganization of these delegates and alter meal, ahd that the retailer’s actual ideas. The specific objects of the In squarely treated! My only reply to
tion if $2,600,000,000 in new taxation nates. Hun. William R. Pattangall. profit was one cent a package.
stitute are to help the local merchants that is that I can express my own
Profiteers do exist, and will as long
First—To develop community inter opinions without assistance, and that
is to be laid on the public.” It is candidate fur tin- Democratic guber
natorial nomination, and Mrs. W. It. as there is human nature, but*it is est with a view of getting more trade the Camden statement as to my posi
claimed that New York would lie pen
tion is of course false.
Pattangall, w n.an
member
from ' impossible to get a direct line between out of their present trade territory
alized more than any other State by Maine uf the Democratic National i the producer and consumer except in
I regret that this unfortunate sit
Second—To help them earn a bigger
the granting of the Federal bonus— Committee will be hosts to the gath a few instances.
Mr. Griest cited the net profit out Of- rftir present margin uation has arisen, hut I trust to the
good sense of Catndeh people to place
In the modern of profit.
that the veterans would draw approxi ering at a dinner whicli will be served case of the druggist.
a proper valuation upon the criticism
well equipped drug store are 46,009
mately one-tenth of the amount voted at the Augusta House in the evening.
of your Camden correspondent.
articles, furnished by 30 nations. Can
by Congress, but that the people would
E. J. Brewer—Paper hanging and
Edward C. Moran, Jr.
McAdoo, wept the State of Georgia the consumer buy directly from those
ceiling
work.
Tel.
14.
31*36
have to pay In Federal taxis nearly in th' Denioc, cic State Presidential 30 nations.
Here was shown the im
one-quarter of the total sum allowed. primal? U'i hies.I ay, dtf. iting Senator portant part played by the wholesaler
Results of a statewide poll in Min
Oscar \Y. l.'nd< rv.ood of Alabama by a and the jobber in filling at short no
nesota among ex-service men taken by
tice
the
orders
for
supplies
which
man

Returns received by
Back in his native State of Nebraska four to one v t<
American Legion posts on adjusted
ifestly cannot be carried in stock to
compensation show preference for in
William Jtnnings Bryan tells the newspapi rs from a’.l but five of the 160 large amounts.
count.-. ia the state showed that Mc
surance option of payment.
The annewspaper men that he is not a candi Adoo had carried 129 counties with a
Conservative buying came in for a
THE THEATRE AROUND THE
ncuneement covering polls reported
share
of
the
speaker's
criticism.
If
it
CORNER
date for the Presidency, anil is anxious total convention vote cf 326 as against
from ten posts show that of 117 voting
to see a younger man take tile leader 30 counties with a total convention is done on a too conservative basis one
62 would select the option permitting a
He must
McAdoo, of two things will happen.
Last
Showings
Today
twenty-year paid-up Insurance policy,
ship of the Democratic party. But. vote of 6S fir Underwood.
Georgia native, swept Cobb, the county either carry his burden on a borrowed
42 will choose aid fiff improvement of
says he, "If they cannot find any one
in which he was born, by a large ma capital or curtail production. And in
CHARLES
JONES
homes and farms, six will select vo
who wants the position and find it nec jority; but lost Baldwin, the county either event it means an increase of
cational training, and only seven who
—IN—
We
essary to draft a candidate and can in which he spent his boyhood, to his 10 percent in cast to the retailer.
accept the insurance policy will seek
in terms of co-operative
must
think
not find any one else to draft, in that opponent by a vote of 825 to 497.
efi’ort.
very remote contingency I would con
—Also—
Rockland?”
asked Mr.
,Vhy
sider further." From which it will ap
“
THE
STEEL
TRAIL”
“
Why
is
any
town?
”
pear that the Democratic party is in
It is surprising h »w quickly eye in
And he answered his own query by
no danger of going into the campaign flammation is he’pcd by camphdr. by-I
saying that in many places they told
iCSWEfls
Monday-Tuesday *
without a candidate.
drastis, wiichhazel, etc., as mixed in him it was a “peculiar town,” -because
Lavoptik cy» wash. One .small bottle it .depended upon the manufacture of
Towns are fundamen
So much attention is being paid to helps any case s ire weak or strained this or that.
eyes.
Aluminum
eye
cup
free.
C.
H.
tally
distributing
centers,
and
they
are
the oil Investigation In Washington
Moor & Co.. Druggists.
fundamentally the backbone of the
that the important work of Congress i

J. F.
GREGORY

SONS CO.

A Series of Adtis.
to Explain Why

C. M. P. Preferred
is a Good Investment
I

M
/? DIVIDEND CHECKS STAY
IlO» O at HOME—Virtually every
cent of the dividends sent out each quar
ter go to MAINE PEOPLE. This amounts
to over $130,000 four times a year—
$1 34,338 on Jan. I, 1924—$130,000 that
stays right here in your own home State.

A very considerable amount of this
money goes to your town—to your mer
chants, banks, lawyers, contractors, doc
tors, farmers.
Directly or indirectly YOU get some of
this dividend money each quarter. When
you invest in the 71 < Preferred Stock of
Central Maine Power Company you in
vest as have over 11,000 other Maine peo
ple—to keep dividends of Maine water
powers at home.

When you own this security you have
a check coming direct to YOU four times
a year.
The yield 6’/2' ‘ net.

The price $ 107.50.

A legal investment for
Maine Savings Banks

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
Augusta, Maine

temporary loans to tide them over fl- )
nancial difficulties.
Complete reports j
of the poll are expected shortly, and |
department officials declare that this

vote, representative of rural and urban population indicates the general
choice of veterans if the pending bill
is passed.

«_The Strand f
WHERE ALL THE DIGGER PICTURES ARE SHOWN, AND
GOOD MUSIC IS GIVEN

TODAY

“The Rip Tide”
Story of a man who remained faithful through the years, while
the woman he loved trampled his heart beneath her feet.

EMPIRE

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Not a Drum was Heard

Camphor For Sore Eyes o;™

Herbert Rawlinson

Is allowed to lag, and President Cool - :
Idge is going to ask the steering com
mittees to speed up their program.
The oil scandal makes Interesting;
reading, granted, and it se rves to give i
the Democrats inexpensive campaign j
material, but there are other details
which are infinitely more important to
the taxpayers, anil they should be re
ceiving attention.

Mark Sullivan, political expert, says
that Coolidge will be nominated on
the first ballot; that he will have twothirds of the delegates, regardless of
Johnson; that dark horse rumors are
groundless; and that the fight of Da
Follette may only effect a compromise
on the platform. Mark Sullivan’s (le->
ductions have been amazingly shrewd
in several campaigns, and he lias
doubtless hit the nail on the head on
this occasion.
The director of public safety in Phil
adelphia has pressed the entire street
lighting system into service in his war
against bandits. Street light flashes
working simultaneously will summon
every patrolman in tin city to his call
box as soon as report of a hold-up has
been received. And this, mind you, is
in Philadelphia; not a Western min
ing town of the frontier days.

Newcastle complains that only 11 of
the 30 houses on (Hidden street are oc
cupied, the owners of the others have
gone South to spend the winter. How
many of those remaining would like to
he in Florida, and how many of those
in P’lorida would like to be back home?
A Kennebunk man lias a kitten with
rro ribs and a stomach commencing at
its throat.
Time alone will tell
whether this freak has the nine lives
that are popularly supposed to belong
to felines.

“A Million To Burn”

SPRING ANNOUNCEMENT
I have to offer this spring three good lines.
The International, one of the best medium price
' lines
The Ed. V. Price line, no better made.
Woolens in stock made any style

The exciting adventures of a man
who used his fortune to further the
secret ambition of the less fortunate!
Heart-interest, Romance, Love—and
laughs !

“NO TENDERFOOT”
A Western Picture
WEO.
THURS.

LAURETTE TAYLOR
in "HAPPINESS"

PARK

$25.00 to $40.00

C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET, - -

Reflex'
Slicker,
isthewetweaFher
service uniform
for the regular men
who make every

day count:
A.J.TOWER CO. BOSTON

Qke Cosmopolitan Corporation

pretetux ~

UNSEEING EYES
from

Arthur Stringers Story uvi LIONEL BARRYMORE
.
occna uwen, louis wotneini ana®
ill star cast
EH.Griffith
URBAN

C4MNW UOu Sam

BAYATO VEIUOt

A Cosmopolitan Production
OittrikutHt kg ^kMw^f^^osnwfntitan./
MATINEE, 10c, 17c
EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30

The Theatre with the Big Pictures
ANOTHER WONDERFUL PICTURE
LAST TIME

TODAY

“THE

ACQUITTAL”
—With—

Claire Windsor and Norman Kerry
Don’t Tell Your Friends How It Turns Out

If You Knew What Science
Knows About Coffee —
l/ou would he more
careful as to your
choice ot the Brand

MONDAY-TUESDAY

THE GIMME GIRLS ARE COMING—
All Set To Grab Off Anything Or Person in Sight Worth Grabbing.
SEE THEM IN

“15he

Your chi lice should bring to the table
coffee which tests high.

Hatchet is Grade A from the bean
to ttie cup, because the busli grows
in fertile soil, under ail even ripen
ing sun that draws up through the
sialks nature's strength.
This gives thut “stimulating and
fatigue-relieving effect” referred to
by Prof. Prescott of the Massachu
setts Institute ot Technology.

HATCHET
COFFEE

GOLD DIGGERS”

- 25c and 35c

COMING WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDY
ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

ROCKLAND, - - - MAINE

The intriguing screen version of the famous Betasco hit that ran
continuously on Broadway for two years.

Office Hours—9 to 3

With Hope Hampton, Louise Fazenda and
Windham Standing

Saturdays 9 to 12

LATEST IN NEWS

FINE COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

7Ar Quality Starts With ^he Bean

SPECIAL PRICES -

■

■■ ■« ■

------

“THE GOVERNOR’S LADY”

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

BANK

Every-Other-Day

Rockland

Rubenstein Bros, are now taking
stock. The new firm will be ready to
do business in about a week.

TALK OF THE TOWN
OOMINS NEISHBORHOOD EVENTS

Black & Gay, (Canners, Inc., have
March 27—MertinR of Rockland Republican
Club (men and women) In City Council roonii, begun canning clams at their Thom
Spring street.
March 28 — Thomaston annual home night of aston and Oceanville factories.
Methndiat Society.
March 28 Evening Lenten Recital of IlubL. Unobsky of Lubec who has
tnalelu Club at Baptist Church
bought the entire, stock of Rubenstein
March 31— Thomaston town meeting.
April 1—Elks Poverty l*Hrty at the Home.
Bros, will continue the business which
April 3—Republican State Convention In has been successfully conducted by
Portland.
April 4—First annual ball of Ladlea Auxil that firm for several years.
iary to R. V. F. A. in Havener hall.
April 4 (7.1))—Address by Paul D. Sargent.
The school board session Thursday
Chief Engineer State Highway Commission, be
fore the Woman's Educational Club, subject, night was devoted almost wholly to
“The State's Interest in Road Improvement.” routine business, and to an informol
April 6-11—Be Kind To Animals Week.
Ru
April 7—Monthly meeting of City Council. discussion of the year’s 'plans.
April 7—Ofllrl&l Inspection of Claremont mors as to resignations, etc., were
Commandery by Grand Generalissimo Thomas without foundation,
F. McDonald.
Apr?. 7-8—Musical Comedy Bimbo, presented
by Rockland High Kchool students.
A terrific din on Granite street early
April P Entertainment and dance nt Tem
ple hall, benefit of the R. At R. Relief Asso yesterday morning Informed the som
nolent natives that spring’had come
ciation.
April 3— Easter sale by Congregational Wo for Eill Flint has disinterred his "in
man's Association.
famous” Pierce-Arrow and was again
April ll--Bird Day.
April 16—Thomaston—Elder sale by ladles calling on the trade.
of Methodist Society.
April 18 (7.15 p. mJ—Address by Kenneth
St George Lodge, I. O. O. F„ will
C. M. Sills, President of Howduln College, be
visit Knox Lodge Monday night and
fore the Woman's Eduesilonsl Club.
April 2b—Easter Sunday.
confer the second degree.
Supper
April 25—Animated advertising assembly at will be served at 6 o’clock.
Members
the Arcade, auspices the Chapin Class.
April 27—Daylight Saving begins In Rock who have not been solicited are re
land.
quested to take pastry.
May J—Lecture. Methodist vestry, (7.1S)
Ralph O. Brewster, "The Public Schools and
Basketball fans are delighted with
Religious Education,” auspices Woiuau's Edu
cational Chib.
the prospect of the return of the Lee
June lb I'rlmary eleclions.
June 24—Democratic Rational Convention Academy girls basketball team Mon
meets In New York.
day night to meet a local aggregation

of All Stars. There can lie no question
You may dance tonight at Fsimball about the elostneSs and spirit of that
hall with Greeley's Jazz Band.
game.

Mrs. Lucy Boss has moved from 20
Miss Gertrude Savllle is substituting
State street to 7 Holmes street.
as organist at the Strund Theatre In
the absence of James J. O'Hara, who is
The Elks meet Monday night with suffering from tonsllltis. Mr. O’Hara
supper at 6.30 preceding the session. will have also to omit his usual Sun
day evening recital at the First Baptist
Sheriff Raymond E. Thurston, who
church.
has -been cooped up in the house with
an attack of grippe, was down town
The interest of the Xorthend has
yesterday for the first time. He
shows the effects of indoor confine centered the past two days at the cor
ner of Rankin and Main stceets where
ment, hut is on the job, with his cus
the Central Maine Power Co. crew has
tomary energy.
been taking down three trees. A store
will probably be constructed there for
The condition of Mrs. Lillian Risteen,
C. O. Walker.
victim ot the acid throwing incident at
the Oriental Restaurant Jan. 31. has
Miss Marjorie Butler who has been
greatly improved within the past few employed at the I. L. Snow Co. has
days, and she is now able to sit up. been engaged as stenographer by the
Mrs. Risteen is a patient at Silsby Burpee Furniture Co.
She succeeds
Hospital.
Miss Elizabeth Colburn, who has ob
tained what promises to be a much
Eminent Sir Thomas II. McDonald, better position.
grand generalissimo of the
Grand
Commandery. K. T. makes his offi
“The Bible and the Public Schools”
cial Inspection of Claremont Com will be the topic discussed in two
mandery, April 7, and there will be Rockland churches tomorrow morning
work on the Order of the Temple. —Rev. John M. Ratcliff of the UnfverThere will be a banquet at 6.30.
salist Church and Rev. Eugene V. Allen
of the Methodist announcing that as
“Rockland breaks earth for its new their sermon subject.
J10.000 High School building this
week," says the Lewiston Journal.
U. S. S. Putnam ariveil Thursday for
The Rockland City Council which has a continuation of her experimental
fallen heir to this undertaking, doubt trials. There have been many changes
less wishes It could pay for the build in the personnel of this ship since it
ing on that basis, but unfortunately the was last nt this port, but the old of
building is to cost $110,000 instead of ficers are linding their usual cordial
the $10,000 that the Journal mentions.
welcome hire.
At the National Exposition of Coal
Mining Equipment and Machinery,
which is to be held in Cincinnati, May
12-17, there will be a discussion of
practical operating problems.
Prob
lem 6, as it appears In the official pro
gram, is “Testing of Electrical Equip
ment."
Comgjents will lie offered by
J. F. McWraiam^ 'electrical engi
neer of the Pennsylvania Coal and
Coke Corporation—a former Rockland
boy.

Rockland Lodge of Perfection work
ed the 4th to 14th degrees on Elkanah
E. Boynton of Camden, Charles E.
Shute of Wiscasset and E. K. Gould
of Rockland last night.
Rockland
Council, Princes of Jerusalem, con
ferred the 15th and 16th degrees on
the same candidates and upon Harry
O. Gurily in addition. An Eastern Star
banquet of the usual high order was
served.

-V
No sooner had spring arrived than
the gulls in Lermond’s Cove began
their regular rehearsals. It has always
been a mystery why these seabirds
should consider it necessary to do their
screaming after the storms of winter
(ire over, but perhaps that's their way
of celebrating.
The writer confesses
that he likes to hear them, and that he
likes to hear the frogs sing in the
springtime.
Perhaps some of The
Courier-Gazette's readers coincide In
this sentiment.
I

ANOTHER

TIME?!

GOOD

TONIGHT
KIMBALL

HALL

GREELEY’S

C. IL Morey is offering his shoe
business for sale—a good opening for
the right party.—adv.
It

JAZZ BAND
-------------------------------*

—
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City Co uncil So Orders About
Daylight Saving—A Lively
Session Held.

The new C4ty Council played to a
crowded house at its special meeting
ast night. Much work wus carried
through and the spectators and board
members alike found the new arrange
ment interesting. The appointments
held the center of the stage and there
wag a stir when Charles G. Stetson
and Burleigh C. Nash were appointed
regular patrolmen. C. A. Weymouth
wus the unanimous ghoiee for Master
of the Almshouse as was Judge Ed
ward C. Payson for City Solicitor. Ed
ward G. Day was chosen harbor mas
ter and Harry H. Humphrey, Herman
P. Shannon and Ambrose L. Melvin
assistant engineers of the fire depart
ment.
Much public interest centered around
the appointment of assessor, health
officer and the engineer of the steam
er. On all three propositions the Coun
cil stood put. Daylight saving went
through without opposition on the
dates of Alderman Ulmer’s order,
April 27 to Sept. 28, in accordance
with the regulations cstuhliiftied in
other Maine and Massachusetts cities.
An order was passed instructing the
city murshal to see that there was no
smoking in the corridors of City hall.
Henceforth users of the weed must
confine their indulgence to private
offices. The committee report for re
modelling the City Council room to
satisfactorily meet the requirements ot
Municipal Court, the new Council and
the State Board of Charities showed
the probable expense to lie $750. The
question of modernizing Central Fire
Station and installing a new concrete
flooi was discussed at some length and
received fqvorable comment. The im
provement is necessary and will un
doubtedly meet with general public fa
vor if passed. The covering of the
brook at the rear of the High School
building with a 5-foot iron pipe was
discussed and referred to the commit
tee for conference.
The petition of the Livingston Manu
facturing Co. for the establishment of
several houses for the storage of ex
plosives was passed subject to ap
proval as to location by the Comniissk r.er of Public Works. “They must
be getting ready for another war,” said
a facetious member. An order was
passed authorizing the purchase of a
new road machine and the printing of
200 city reports with list of officers
was ordered. With a view of eliminat
ing traffic congestion during the sum
mer, conferences are planned with
State officials.
“It may be a matter of new
regulations and one way streets,’’ said
His Honor. An order authorizing the
equipping of Kimball hall with light
guards and window screens for use in
basketball was passed on petition of
the local C. A. C.
The matter of licensing engineers
and firemen In public buildings and
that of licensing motion picture oper
ators was put in the hands of the fire
and police committees combined with
the right to call in expert advice.
Mayor Snow promulgated a plan to
systematize street light installation
and again involved expert advice for
committee aid.
Supt. of Schools Harry C. Hull ap
peared with the estimates on
the
school budget and explained s;veral
points to the Council.

Charles Caruso, a well known Rock
land barber, sails Monday from New
York on the Italian steamship Duelio
with a view to visiting his old home in
Messina, Sicily.
In Naples he will be
met by his father, and together they
will visit in Rome before going to Mes
sina.
Mr. Caruso expects to be gone
abut a year.
This will be his fourth
home visit since coming to Rockland
18 years ago. and while he is always
delighted at the prospect of visiting
the home of his boyhood, he dies not
feel that he would ever be content to
remain long away from America.
“I
have met my truest friends here.” he
told a Courier-Gazette reporter, yes
terday. “and I cannot tell in words
how grateful I am 'because of their
friendship and jiatronage.
I hope to
see them all well and happy when I
return.”
Mr. Caruso's shop will be
managed in his absence by John Guistin. who not long ago visited his old
home in Italy.
PAGEANT ON INDIA
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Grass, with all fertilizers.

Cobb’sj

The pageant on India, "Lightened to
Lighten," will be presented at the
Littlefield Memorial church Monday
evening at 8 o’clock.
The cast is:
Beria Lord, India; Lura Harden,
Present Hour.
Other Hours—Alberta York, Dorothy
Allen, Ruth Allen, Carrie Bragg; Ar
lene Cha pies, New Freedom; Elizabeth
Harden, Nationalism.
Zenana Women—Mrs. Alfred Lord.
Mrs. Maynard Gray.
Children—Ruth Pendleton, Helen
Knight, Beatrice Moon, Blanche Gray.
Ralph Conant, itindu.
Widows—Arlene Gray, Vivian Chapies, Ruth Pendleton.
Peasants—Mrs. Clarence Gray, Mrs.
Ella Grob.
Pilgrims—Charlotte and Sybil Jones.
Clarissa Bowen, Doris Grover, Ger
trude Shepard.
Outcasts—Ruth Conant, Annie Dean.
Doctors— Mrs. Henry White. Mrs.
Charles Atherton.
Nurses—Mrs. Fred Kenney, Mabel
Seavey.
Teachers—Mrs. Alice Knight, Mrs.
Maggie Farnham; Augusta Pendleton,
America; Eva Ames, England; Mrs.
Nellie Higgins. Mother.
Music Committee—Olive Bragg, Eve
lyn Jacobs, Doris Daggett.
The orchestra will give a short con
cert before the pageant, which is free
to all.
An Easter opening showing a won
derful line of new Spring styles is
planned by Cutler-Cook Co., formerly
the Davis Garment Shop. Watch for
the big ad. Tuesday.—adv.

E. Howard Crockett
PLUMBING
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
AND FURNACE REPAIRING '

rag cs'

AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACE8,
HOT WATER ANO STEAM
HEATING

M

FranfcHn Street • * Raokland

•8

■ C4
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LIBRARIAN

Makes

Stirring

March

DUNNACK

Address

At

Last Night’s Session of the
Woman’s Educational Club.
It was “bargain evening” again last
night at the Woman’s EJueational Club
and all got more than their money’s
worth. The meeting was prefaced with
the singing in unision of "America,”
“The Star Spangled Banner'' and the
"Battle Hymn of the Hepublic," with
Miss Mabel Ilarding at the piano; fol
lowed by chorus reciting of the Ameri
can's Creed and the Gettysburg Ad
dress. Tabulations developed that ten
of the club members have been present
at every meeting this season.
The critic's report of the previous
meeting was given by Mrs. William
Payson, reinforced by remarks from
others. Mrs. Merritt was appointed
as critic for the evening.
The critic’s
reports are looked forward tc as one
of the strong spokes in the wheel of
improvement, for "without mistakes,
perfection can never be attained," and
without correction they would there
remain. Thirty-four members quali
fied for the “Solid Reading Club,"
whose participants devote 15 minutes
each day to reading for the mind, the
heart, the body and the soul.
Ten (10) persons were unanimously
accepted to membership: Miss Myra
Linekin, Miss Helen McIntosh, Miss
Virginia Reardon, Mrs. Helen K. Orne.
Mrs. Sarah Stowell, Mrs. Augusta Gil
ley, Mrs. Grace Daniels, Mrs. Esther
Bird. Mrs. Nina Gregory, Mrs. Har
rison Sanborn.
The Civics lesson was ably conduct
ed by Mrs. Mabel Stevens, who is in
jecting "pep" into the lessons and
bringing cut many things for “mind
registrations." Mrs. Stevens has been
asked to continue ir. the good work.
Miss Clara. Spalding presented the
question on the Catechism of the Con
stitution of the United States, in a
very pleasing manner; next lesson to
begin on page 8, lesson 6. There weri
six names presented for approval tc
be acted upon at the next meeting.
Congressional questions were asked
from the ehair and it developed that
many are acquainting themselves with
other matters than “spades, clubs
hearts and diamonds," singly or col
lectively, although the “hearts" and
"diamonds" were in evidence. The two
minute walks on the questions of thi
day showed that a large amount of
material can be put in a small spacf
when it is rightly handled. Those whe
participated were Mrs. Grace Arm
strong. Mrs. Mary Brown. Miss Hope
Greenhalgh and Mrs. Nettie Stewart.
The evening’s speaker was Rev
Henry A. Dunnaek of Augusta, Stati
Librarian, whose theme was "The
Quest of a Lost World.” It is regret
table that there were only 98 present
out of a club of nearly 300 paid-uj
membership to drink in this wonderfu
address, worth in itself many timer
the club's admission fee. Numerous
were the scholarly ideas given in o
pleasing and convincing manner by tin
speaker, who is gifted with unusual in
tellect and individual character. Re
ligion, he said, is personal. It is what
you are and not what you think; mori
internal than external. It teaches Uf
how to live with, and do business with
other peopje and nations. The first
of the fundainental things that con
stitute the foundation of the worl^ari
work, thrift, capital'and ability. With
out these we have no foundation.
The correcting forces, building and
traiqing forces, the ideals of patriot
ism, the public school, the church, thr
home, the State, ability to think
straight, courage to stand for right
and justice, the will to accept and obej
the law. the will to accept citizenship
the purpose to ll've without prejudice
witli our neighbor, these are some of
the things eloquently treated. “All wii’
come out right," is a belief cherished
from "mother's teachings” in childhood
Mr. Dunnaek can give and take the
humorous and he commanded atten
tion throughout his truthful and dra
matic utterance. He has the good
taste never to offend and can pass out
a compliment at the right time. He
believes our public teachers are a sav
ing power and doing wonderful work
and that much could be done In the
homes to assist them.
He paid a tribute to Raul D. Sargent
chief engineer of the State Highway
Commission, who Is scheduled ti
speak to the club April 5 on “The Stati
Interests in Road Improvements.’’
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
McMillan, Mrs. Wheeler, Mrs. Orbeton
and others to the 98 persons present.
The Ku Klux Kian held two big
meetings in Knights of Pythias hail
yesterday, the afternoon session being
for women only at which about 175
were present.

An Easter opening showing a won
derful line of new Spring styles is
planned by Cutler-Cook Co., formerly
the Davis Garment Shop. Watch for
the big ad. Tuesday.—adv.

HAVENER
HAS

SOLD THE

WHOLESALE

PART OF HIS

ICE CREAM

BUSINESS
NOT THE RETAIL, BUT
THE WHOLESALE PART
To the
COON ICE CREAM CO, INC.
The Coon Ice Cream Co will
retain Mr. Havener aa manafler
of the Rockland Branch, who will,
give both old and new custom
ers—
THE BEST SERVICE POSSIBLE

Havener’s Ice Cream
Parlor
Will continue doing business the
samo as usual with

ICE

CREAM

CONFECTIONERY, CIGARS, TO
BACCO, FRUIT and Many Other
Specialties Pertaining to this end
vt, Re\'«,'sinees»
.Pearl HlltSn
mention from

22,

1924.

WITH

Page Three

THE

CHURCHES

At the Congregational church tomor
row morning Mr. Hounds will preach
on
the subject, “Cure for Hypo
crisy.” Church school at noon. The
Fellowship League will meet in lhe
vestry at G o’clock.

THE BIBLE AND THE

First Church cf Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
lesson sermon, “Matter.” .Sunday
School at 12.
The reading room is
located in the new Bicknell block and
is open every week day from 2 to 5

for religious education

♦ ♦ ♦ * ✓*

p. m.
♦ ♦ ♦ *

At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
Sunday morning the pastor will preach
on “The Bible, the Public School and
the Home.” In the evening the sub
ject will be “The Little Giant and the
Big Pigmy.” Music at both services
by the chorus choir conducted by Mrs. j
Philip Howard. Sunday school at 12
with classes for all ages.
Epworth
League at 6.15 led by Ralph U. Clark;
topic “The Farthest Reach of Divine
Love.” The evening service bi gins at 1
7.15 with a service of s »>g. followed by
the sermon. Prayer meeting Tuesday
veiling at 7.20.

♦ * ♦ ♦

“The Bible, and the Public Schools”'
will be the subject of the sermon at the i
Unlversalist church Sunday morning
it 10-30 o’clock.
The church school
meets at 12 and at G p. m. the Y. P.
C. U. have their devotional service.
Haymond Cross is the leader. A feat
ure of the Y. P. C. LI. meeting is to he
he question box for young peopleQuestions Hft in the box one Sunday
ire answered by rhe pastor at the,
meeting the following Sunday evening.
The Tuesday evening service at 7.30
vill continue the study of special Len
ten subjects. The regular circle supoer will be served Wednesday evening.
The Bunday morning music will in
dude: “Oh, For a Closer Walk With
>od,” Merritt; “Love Not The World,”
Marston; tenor solo by Mr. Wyllie.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

No person Rliould ever sleep In
room that does not have at la
one window admitting out-do
air.
Rockland Red Cross,

+

UilUUHlUillllll.’IUllIUUllUlUlinililWUJUlilPi'l

1855

Mr. Ratcliff will present the reasons

in

1924

^Me mortals^

public
E. A. GILDDEN

schools.

& CO.

WALDOBORO, ME.

'

UNIVERSAL1ST

BORN

Harvey—Rockland, March 16, at Silsby Mt; t
temlty Home, to Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Hafvey, u son —Earl Bryant.
Philbrook—Rockland, March 19, at Silsby
Maternity Home, to Mr. and Mrs. Warrell
Philbrook, a daughter.
Wotton- -Thomaston. March 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Kannond Wotton, a son.--David Leland,
weight 10 pounds.

CHURCH

Sunday, March 23
10:30 A. M.

MARRIED
Huwes-Mank—Union, March 15, by Rev. E.
H. Webber, Herbert Hawes of Union and Miss
Aubyne L. Mank of North Warren.

MUSICAL PROGRAMS
—At the—

First Baptist Church
Sunday, March 23
Morning
Anthem—‘ Jubilate Deo,"
By the Choir

Williams

Evening
Mixed Trio—‘Praise Ye,"
Verdi
Mrs. Lillian Joyce, Haymond -K.
Greene, Osmond A. Palmer
Anthem—“Radiant Morn,”
Woodward
By the Choir
Scio,
Haymond K. Greene

DIED
Winslow-Rockland. March 21. W’ealthy T.
Winslow, widow of William Winslow, aged 84
years, 9 months. 8 days.
Private funeral
Monday at 2 o’clock.
Emery—Rockland, March 21, Edward G.
Emery.
I’ll lids—-Rockland, March 19, Charles Crosby,
son of Charles C. Childs, aged 25 days.
Payson—Camden, March 20. Clarence A.
Payson, aged 55 years. 3 months. 20 days.
Funeral services Sunday at 2 p. m. from 30
Park street, Camden.
Clark—South Thomaston, March 20, Horace
W. Clark, aged 84 years, 1 month, 9 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 p. m.
Delano—East Friendship, March 16, Horace
Delano, aged 80 years. 11 months, 18 days.
CARD OF THANKS

I wish to extend my thanks to Dr. Spear
and Dr. Kellar, also Miss Duncklee, Miss Par
dee and the nurses of the Knox Hospital
for (heir kindness to me during my operation.
Mrs. Maggie Williamson.
CARD OF THANKS

We, the undersigned as Past Grands of
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge, No. 31, wish to
extend our sincere thanks to the members and
committee who so untiringly made the observ
ance of Past Grands’ night such a success.
Lottie Young, Callie Fuller, Della Gushee,
Lizzie McCorrlson, Laura Upton, Mabel Mor♦ * • •
aug, Evelyn Pitman, Inez Ames. Carrie Cum
ago he lift the farm to engage in the mings, Carile Sherman.
•
Sunday at St. Peter’s church: Holy
rial estate business here. It was while
communion at 7.30 a. m., morning
CARD
OF
THANKS
attending to these duties that he con
orayer find sermon at 10.30 followed by
to thank my neighbors and friends
tracted pneumonia. Hospital treat forI wish
their kindness during my recent trouble
•hurch school. The evening service is
ment was promptly given, hut the dis and Borrow; also for tile beautiful floral offer
held in Thomaston at 7.30 preceded
ings.
C. C. Childs.
ease could not lie stayed.
the school at 6.30. St. Peter’s lenSouth Hope, March 21, 1924.
•
All wiio knew Mr. Cleveland found
en services on Monday—confirmation
in him a congenial friend and comCARD OF THANKS
•lass at the rectory at 4 and 7 p. m.
Wo wish to thank our many kind neigh
pan! n, always ready to assist others
ruesday. Annunciation of the Blessed
bors
and
friends
for the sympathy and kind
and prompt witli his sympathy. He is acts during our late
bereavement.
t
Virgin Mary, celebration at 7.30 a. m.
survived by his two brothers, W. A.
George
Davis and family.
Wednesday, holy communion at St.
Mouhefsh,
Me.
Cleveland of West Rockport and E. L.
Peter’s at 7.30 a. in., with evening
Cleveland of Houlton: and two sisters,
orayer and Bible study at 7.30 p. in.
Mrs. Hose Packard of Beverly, Mass,
The Guild meets at the rectory at 7.30
Colic—Crimps—Catarrh—CMIIt
Thursday evening.
On Friday holy and Mrs. Jennie C. Mitchell of Nahant.
•omnnmion at 7.30 a. m. with vespers R L- Cleveland was traveling In the
it 7.30 p. m. with address, “Characters South when his lirothr died and was
if Holy Week.” followed by choir re unable to get here in time for the
hearsal. The following Sunday. March funeral.
Mr. Cleveland wus a member of a
saves Doctor Bills.
10, Bishop Brewster will preach and
•onfirm a class at 7.30 p. m.
There Southern odd Fellows’ Lodge.
will be a lenten service at the Thoinlston church at 2.30 Thursday after
noon followed by the Guild.

The usual Organ Recital will be
omitted owing to the illness of
Mr. O'Hara.

f.

Johnson’s

* • ♦ »

Sunday morning at the First Baptist
•hurch, Rev. B. P- Browne, will preach
it 10.30 on “The Limitations of Life
jlorifled.” The choir will sing “Jublate Deo,” Williams.
It is Library
’unday in the Sunday school and all
vho care to furnish hooks for the
school library are asked to bring them
o the morning service. Chijdren’s
lappy Hour at 4 p. in. Owing to the
l’.ness of Mr. O’Hara the evening or*an recital will be omitted. At the
ervice at 715 Mr. Browne will preach
na “Hu That Hath Au Ear.” The
nusicaj program will include “The
tadiant Morn Hath Passed Away,”
Woodward, by the choir, “Praise Ye,”
Zcrdi, by Mrs. Lillian Joyce, R. K.
■Jreene and O. A. Palmer and a solo bjj
Mr. Greene.
The Young People’s.
Christian Endeavor will have a picnic?
-upper on Tuesday night to which all?
young people are invited. At 6.20 on
PuestJay there will be a meeting of the
prudential committee, at which all
hose who wish to come into church
membership are asked to be present.
Mid-week prayer meeting at 7.30.

STRIPS

WEATHER

_MACKi.aNaui>c DuwcAw Co.. Mrass., Oklahoma CitV,

Oklah-ma *

SAVE FUEL
KEEP OUT DUST AND RAIN"

PREVENT
RATTLE
For Sale By

180-8-tf

♦ * ♦ ♦
At Littlefield Memorial the Sunday
nornlng worship will he as usual- Pas
tor Stuart will speak on “Girded For
Service.” This with the sermon next
Sunday lays the foundation for the
Harvest Evangelistic Meetings which
*iegin with the evening service March
10. Rev and Mrs. Hoy H. Short of
Thomaston Baptist church will assi. t
n these meetings. T he Bible rchool
neets at noon: Christian Endeavor
service at 6.15, Girls’ Group leading.
The devotional service introducing the
•preaching service at 7.15 will be in
•harge of Chaiks Atherton.
Mr.
Stuart will speak on “God’s If.” The
World Wide Guild will give a misfdonir.v pageant Monday evening in the
church auditorium, Cliruch prayer
meetings on Tuesday evening at 7.30.
The cQttage prayer meetings Friday
evening will he the last of this year’s
campaign, and held nt the home of Mr.
ind Mrs. Clarence Gray, 190 Camden
street and Mr. and Mrs. Francis St.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND.................MAINE

SOMETHING

PROUD

YOU’LL

TO

BE

OWN

You will never regret saving a part of each
earned dollai—and you will be proud to own
a steadily growing bank account.

Why not begin now?

An account with us will open the door to
achievement.
4%

Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Clair, 10 Trinity atre< t

FREDERICK G. CLEVELAND
The funeral services <if lhe late
Frederick Greet v Cleveland, who died
suddenly at his home on Pacific street
Tuesday morning, were held yesterday
afternoon at the BurpVe parlors with
a large attendance and many floral ex
pressions of sympathy. Rev. O. VV.
Stuart of the Littlefield Memorial
church officiated.
The rem:;ins were
placed in the
a View cemetery re
ceiving tomb, and later will be interred
in the family lot at West Rockport.
The deceased was born in West
Camden 65 years ago—a son of Rev
E. L. and Sarah A. (Grinnell) Cleve
land. His busy career virtually had its
beginning in Van Buren, Arkansas,
where be ran a flour mill for Henry
Prentiss of Danvers, Mass., a relative
by marriage. After making bis home
in Arkansas five or six years lie came
to Houlton and joined his brothers W.
A. and E. L. Cleveland, who had en
gaged in the potato business there
Aorne years before. Their potato stands
were in Houlton and Presque Isle.
From Houlton F. G. Cleveland went
to Salem, Mass., where he was in
partnership about 3 5 years with his
J brother, W. A. Cleveland. They w^re
I engaged in the wholesale produce
(business, serving many towns within a
radius of 25 miles of Salem.
| The deceased then came to »he old
farm In Wtst Rockport, where he en
gaged principally In the wood and
lumber business, doing some market
glfrclerrinB ihcldentally. Some ,years

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine

•

EMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM <!lj|!i|

ft North Nation!

This Institution—

Pays 4% on Savinga Accounts.

Sells High Grade Investment Bonds.
poration, Government, Municipal.

Cor

Make* First Mortgage Real Estate Loans.

Offers Safe Deposit Facilities.
Safekeeping for Bonds.
V/c invite you to open a chocking account at this Bank, and
ycu will soon realize the convenience of Paying by Chock.
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland
MARCUS^
An
ROCKLAhu. MAINE

1
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UNIFORM MOTOR LAWS

The A. A. A. Is Studying Con
ditions and Formulating a
Plan.

This Favorite Super-Six
Improved in All Ways
The attractions of a more beautiful and
comfortable body, with the greatest
Super-Six chassis ever built are combined
in the new Hudson Coach.

Also unmatched pfice advantage. At
$1475 it costs but little more than open
models. Yet it provides the wanted
comforts, distinction and all-season
utility of a fine closed car.
Motordom concedes that no car excels
Hudson in performance reliability and
long life at low maintenance.

Now, to those famous qualities are added
refinements that assure prompt starting
in coldest weather, a9 well as greatly
increased gasoline and oil economy.

Is it any wonder that the new coach has
met a reception surpassing any
Hudson ever built?

The

Coach
$

1475

New Models
Speedster - - $1350
7-Pass. Phaeton
1425
1895
5-Pass. Sedan 7-Pass. Sedan - 2145
Freight from Detroit
and Tax Extra

*

On the Greatest Super-Six Chassis Ever Built

SNOW-HUDSON COMPANY

5393

665 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND^ TEL. 896

VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Aura Roberts entertained the
Apron Club Wednesday. Dinner and
supper were served.
Miss Pauline Hennigar has returned
from a few days' visit in Rockland.
She was accompanied by Miss Doris
Hook who will be her guest for two
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Young, who have
had rooms during the winter months
at the home of Mrs. Clara Penaleion,
returned Thursday to their home at
Granite Island.
Dorothy Thomas entertained the
Betsy Ross Corps of Girl Reserves at

her home at Swan's Island for a two
weeks’ vacation.
t'nion church circle held its usual
supper Thursdaj- at 5.30.
Miss Olive Jones is spending the
two weeks' vacation at her home in
Burnham.
Mrs. F. F. Brown entertained the
wiili Miae Gwendolyn Green as leader.’ Young Mothers' Club Thursdaj- after
are rehearsing the play “Carroty Nell," noon. Luncheon was served.
to be given as a public performance at
ISLAND MILK INSPECTORS
an early date.
The subject of the lesson-sermon at
, the Christian Science service Sunday
At the request of the citizens of
1 will be "Matter.”
Vinalhaven and North Haven, towns
Work began Monday at the Libby which have' previously had no milk
! Glue & Products Co.
inspectors, inspectors have been ap; Miss Luella Holmes left Friday for oointed in both places for the ensuing
year. Dr. F. F. Brown holds the po
sition at Vinalhaven. and Dr. Franz
Leyonborg has been named for that of
fice at North Haven.

her home Wednesday evening. Re
freshments were served and games and
dancing were features of the evening.
Miss Georgie I’iper left Saturday
for her home in Belfast.
Miss Hazel Steere returned to Round
Pond for a two weeks' vacation.
Sir Galahad Corps or Girl Reserves,

IN ALL THE WORLD

NO

ft!

CAR LIKE THIS

NORTH HAVEN

De Luxe Sedan
ALL the luxury and completeness

jcjl

your

comfort

demands

are

yours in the De Luxe Jewett Sedan.

Beautiful

upholstery, exquisite fit

tings— and

there

isn’t

an

extra to

buy. This Sedan gives snug security
in winter, and all the openness of a
touring car in summer.

preciate beauty, see

Drive it.

Sedan.
agree

it

is

the

If you

ap

this De Luxe

Your family will

ideal

family

car-

smart, elegant, powerful and such a

performer! Call us, today!

Touring .
Brougham
Sedan
.

. $1065
. 1325
. 1495

(616-2)

Dc I.uxc Roadster $1195
lie I.uxc Touring
1220
De I.uxe Sedan . 1695

Prieet at Detroit. Tax extra

Fred E. Burkett, Agent
UNION, MAINE

(7

E
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A goodlj- number of members of the
1920 Larkin Club, also the Larkin
Club 2nd. met Wednesdaj- morning at
the home of their former secretary,
Mrs. Teresa Whitmore, to have the day
devoted to some of the good old jest
and jokes which the Larkin Club was
always able to give. Several musical
selections were rendered and papers
read. At noon the party enjoyed a
picnic dinner which consisted of dan
delion greens, corned beef, potatoes,
bread and butter, pickles, five kinds
of (lies, a dozen kinds of cake, fruit,
candy, tea. chocolate and milk.' Some
pronounced it a feast rather than a pic
nic. It made them think of the time
when the multitudes of old were fed.
for all were filled and then each basket
was also filled. Those present were
Mrs. Isadore Young, Mrs. Hattie Dun
can. Mrs. Grace M. Perry. Mrs. Kath
erine M. Duncan. Mrs. Lenore K.
Cooper, Mrs. James McDonald, Mrs. El
mira Dyer, Mrs. Alma Leyonborg, Mrs.
Nellie York, Mrs. Ella F. Ames, Mrs.
Orilla Sampson. Mrs. Eva Hopkins,
Mrs. Nora M. Waterman, Miss Vna
Whitmore, Misses Marjorie and Vir
ginia Perry, Lillian Whitmore. Master
Franklin Waterman and Mrs. Teresa
Whitmore, hostess. The first prize was
divided by Mrs. Perry and Mrs. Coop
er. The booby prize fell to one of
the younger ladies w-ho would rather
spin stories than t6 use her sharp
wit. A picture was taken of the en
tire party in a group on the hillside
Everyone was sorry when the big In
ternational truck came for the return
trip.

GREEN’S ISLAND
Mrs.
Bradford
Braj- -with baby
daughter Ada Charlotte, arrived home
last week after an absence of nine
weeks. All were glad to welcome them
home.
Mrs. Charles Chandler is in the
city for a week’s visit.
Saddle Back Light station is once
more in communication with the out
side world. A coast guard cable boat
was there last Tuesday and repaired
the telephone cable which had been out
ol order several weeks.
House cleaning is the order of the
daj- here at present.

Keystone Cigars—Mild.J
Wrapper, Long Filler. At

Sumatra

Motor tourists will hive a new dutjto perform as they travel to and fro
across the land from now on if thejarc willing to aid a plan evolved bjthe American Automobile Association
to promote ur.iformitj- of traffic reg
ulations and provide bettor motoring
laws generallj-.
It appears that a main difficulty in
the way oJ effective uniformity of
traffic regulations and motor vehicle
laws is the unfamiliaritj- of one sec
tion of the countrj- with conditions
prevailing in another, and it is the
opinion of A. A. A. officials that uniformitj- would be several steps nearer
a realitj- if automebilists would fa
miliarize themselves with the condi
tions under which other folk operate
their cars.
A,-cording to President Thcs. P
Henrj- of the A. A. A., heads of traffic
bureaus in many prominent cities are
now studying conditions in oilier cities
■with a view to determining whether
or not they themselves are on the right
track.
If motor tourists would make
a similar effort to studj- conditions as
they find them in various parts cf the
countrj- and make recommendations
for improvements a -cordingly, the
main stumbling block to uniformity,
Mr. Henrj- points out. would be elimi
nated.
“With respect to uniformity," says
Mr. Henry, “the country is faced with
n problem of first eliminating the sort
of situation which makes the people
of one citj- ignorant of the motor reg
ulations in force in another.
When
we have removed this feature it should
lie a simple matter to do away with the
unne-easary
regulations
becaus.
everybody in everj- (section -elf the
countrj- will know what regulations
are necessary.
As matters stand, unlformitj- is vir
tually blocked bj- reason of the fa -t
that the motorist from California thinks
his regulations are the hest that can he
provided fcr him.
Likewise the mnn
in New York.
Neither may suspect
that somewhere in between their re
spective States there may be methods
of regulation superior to those in the
west or the east.
“But how are the bulk of the Na
tion's motorists to know what is going
on in other sections of the land unless
the tourists themselves who have inti
mate touch with the subject make their
observations known?
“Traffic officials are making some
important discoveries ill their tours
of investigation, but the motor tourist
could do even rtiore for the Nation's
motoring.
“The motorist is the partj- who
knows whether the laws are working
properly, and when he tours he has a
unique opportunity to get an entirely
new viewpoint on the whole subject.
When he returns from a trip on which
he has discovered important improve
ments in traffic regulation, he should
report the facts to his local automo
bile club immediately.
The informa
tion would then be tabulated and for
warded to A. A. A. headquarters in
Washington.
“I am of the opinion that useless or
even dangerous laws ;fnd regulations
exist in manj- parka of the country
without the local public being fulljaware of it. and that sane ideas which
should be standardised have not been
brought to the fore.'
“With the opening of the travel
season It is hoped that automobile
tourists will assist the A. A. A. in the
work of ‘clearing’ these facts by study
ing traffic conditions as they find them
and bj- speaking up."

Steel Body $

Truck

L o. b. Detroit

An All-Purpose Truck At A Remarkable Price
The new Ford all-steel body and cab mounted on the famous Ford
One-Ton Truck chassis provide a complete all-purpose haulage unit
at the remarkably low price of $490.

Built of heavy sheet steel, strongly re-inforced, this staunch truck is
designed to withstand severe usage in a wide range of industries.
Generous loading space, four feet by seven feet two inches, permits
easy handling of capacity loads and provision is also made for
mounting of canopy top or screen sides.
Experienced drivers appreciate the weather-proof features of the
steel cab, which is fitted with removable door-opening curtains.

Detroit, Michigan
See the Nearest Authorized Ford Dealer

FM4-C

CARS • TRUCKS • TRACTORS

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
TEL. 333.

Town meeting passed off very har
moniously Monday. C. L. McKenney
was re-elected for first selectman and
also appointed road commissioner. Onljone woman from this part of the town
attended. The lidies of Itcckport
served a delicious dinner.
Mrs. Ellen Cushman writes from

FOR INDIGESTION
TAKE A FEW DROPS OF

BROWN’S RELIEF
IN A LITTLE COLD WATER
AFTER EACH MEAL

NORWAY MEDICINE CO.

head < flicer in Rockland. He will lend ■ are a strong indication that spring has
dignitj- to cur citj- government, be-■ arrived,
sides having good business methods.”
Eome of our residents get to the city
occasionally to enjoy the attractions ut
the theatres.
Ernest Perry ia in town. This morn
ing he and George Tulman have gone
fishing on the pond.
It is neither sledding or wheeling.
The roads from this place to the city
are nearly bare, with plenty of snow
on both sides. The cress roads have a
i good deal of snow nnd some of them
are drifted. Tlie men shoveled the
road leading to the Blake farm Tues
day and Mr. Blake got out with his
dairy products the next day. Fresh
eggs have “slumped" to 30 cents per
dozen.
Thursdaj- v.as the first day of soring.
It was warm and springlike. Men

March is the
most dangerous
month of the
year because tlie
change of season
is more than a
good many sys
tems can stand.
Too often it is
true that the sick
“last only till
spring." But if
the system is
fortified, if ihe
impurities
are
driven from the
blood, and the
nerve tissues fed
with wholesome
and
strengthgiving pure food medicine, there is no
danger In the change of seasons. Father
John’s Medicine is invaluable as a
tonic in the spring. It strengthens the
system and drives out the poisonous
waste matter—-builds up the body. It
is this power that has made it so
successful in treating colda and throat
troubles.
No weakening stimulants,
morphine or other dangerous drugs.
OVER SIXTY-EIGHT YEARS OF

Rich Creamlike
Delightful to take

SUCCESS

mJ

SCOTT'S
EMULSIOM *

Good

The

MAXWELL
Club Sedan

Its Usefulness
Is Unequaled
The good Maxwell Club Sedan is 100 per cent

useful because it is

staunchly, sturdily built to

stand hard 'knocks—with

never a

makeshift anywhere about it.
And,

furthermore, its

because

Why March Is
Most Dangerous

ROCKLAND

Brooklyn that she is “glad such a fine with trinks from the city buying up
man as Mayor Snow was electiil as old rags, rubbers. hotties and papers

ROCKVILLE

MARTINSVILLE
Work was conferred on one candi
date. Marguerite Wir.capaw, last Mon
day evening. Cake, doughnuts, sand
wiches and coffee were served.
Harold Hupper is harvesting ice on
the “Turkey" pond.
Mrs- Emma Keene was a guest of
her sisters, Mrs. Harris and Mrs.
Wheeler. Wednesday.
Mrs. Watson Ballano has returned to
her home in Port Clyde, after spending
the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
Grace Freeman.
Mrs. Hattie Jones is visiting in
Thomaston, the guest of her nephew,
Levi Jones.
Louis Benner is the guest of Austin
Wentworth.
The latest victims of the mumps are
Muriel and Kenneth Hooper.
Clarence Freeman made two trips to
Thomaston this week in his motor
boat, returning well laden with grain
for Nelson Gardner. Mr. Freeman un
laded at the “Mill Bridge” and the
grain was transferred to Mr. Gard
ner's truck.
Miss Lena Harris is being kept busjwith the spring dressmaking.

490

of its

original

hint cf the

,

usefulness
body

is unexcelled

design.

Come in

and see for yourself how clear the passageway is

into and

out of the

can load

the tonneau

articles.

car and

with

how

readily you

packages or bulky

The Club Sedan is built for utility first,

last and all the time.

EDWARD T. PAYSON
FLYE’S GARAGE. Rockland

I
Every-Other-Day
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WITH THE RADIO FANS

WATERMAN’S

BEACH

RATEFUL PARENTS POUR
OUT THANKS TO TANLAC

. MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

r Augusta. AS?00 a. m . 17.30a. ra., fi 10 p. mJ
(By the Radio Editor)
The old timers tell us that winter
ll.ngix AJ7 00a.ro.47.30 a m., tl.lUp.in. j
It la Thursday March 20, incidentally
doesn't break until March 20th.
It
Bo .ton. A { ,00a ni.47-30 a. in., it. 10 p.m. j
Brunswick.AJ7.00a.nl.
47.30a. hi.. $1.10p. m.
recorded in the almanac as the first
surely broke yesterday. It was warm
13.30 p. ra.
I
day of spring, and it automatically
bcv.ision,
AfT.OOn.
m„
j,.30 a. ra., tl.»0 p. m.
enough for a straw hat. I didn’t have
marks the turn of events when most
. NcwYork.11.10p.ro.
|
Portland. A|7.00a,m., 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p.m.,'
one, so I put on my derby. The Beach
people lay aside their overshoes and
larrlgans and get out their rubber
is open now for the first time for sev
Waterville. A17 00 a.in., j7.30a. nv, 11.lOp. in. i
Woolwich, Ab’.oo a ill.. |730 a.in.4140 p. ro..
boots. In speaking ol the date I did
eral weeks, by both land and sea.
15.30
p. rn.
so primarily for the purpose of tell
Mr. Ware drove his automobile down
A
Tassengers pravideewn ferriage Bath to Wool
ing you that the radio column which
At lower prices than
through the snow yesterday.
wich.
t
» I
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. I.. HARRIS,* 1
came out in The Courier-Gazette of
Billy Cowing is navigating his big
you have ever had offered
9 24-23 V. P. ft Gcn’l Mgr. Gcn’l Passcngm Agt.
today was written two weeks ago for
truck around the Beach road.
publication in the March 3 issue, but
you since before the war.
Godfrey Hill will soon be showing the
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
became mislaid among some papers
first pew green blades of glass.
on the editor’s desk and was therefore
Do you know you can
The water ran in brooks yesterday.
late in making it’s appearance.
I
RANCOR LINE
1 see the boats about the weirs and
buy a Star Kineo 8-20
guess it went over all right though.
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
it has been reported there are herring
» •„ • •
Range with high shelf, for
Leave Ro-klaod Mondays and Thursdays a*.
in some of them, hut 1 will not vouch
fl.no p M. for Boston.
The past two weeks with the excep
for the fact.
$60.80,
delivered
any

Return Leave Ruston Tuesdays and Fridays
tion of some fading and a little static
Tommy Lyons lias a very fine letter
at 5.00 P. M. Leave Rockland Wednesdays und
has been very good for radio recep
where in Maine? This
Saturdays at 5.00 A. 51.; Camden 5.45 A. M.;
in March Granite Cutters' Journal.
Belfast 7.15 A. M.; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.J
tion on the whole, perhaps the best
He tells the boys about Brother God
range is sold under the
due Winterport JI.39 A. M.
conditions prevailing since Friday,
frey's rabbits, geese, ducks and bldReturn-/Leave Winterport
Mondays
and
highest guarantee to give
March 14, up to the present time.
Thursdays at in.(in A. M. for Booton und way
dbs and sayr what a favored fellow 1
.anrihigs. dut tlie fallowing morning about
Semi-distant work has been very su
am, living down near the clam flats
satisfaction.
7.on a. M.
cessful and the quality of nearby j
ar.d the home ef the lobster, where I
NOTEDuring the close of navigation at
broadcasts has had a tendency to de- ,
Pat gor st< aim r will run to and from Winterport.
can have plenty of sea food and enjoy
The Kineo Furnaces
Fr.ught from and to Bangor will he handled
crease the interest in the I)X work '
nature.
Tom is one of us boys yet.
via Bucksport.
during this time.
After all, the real 1
and Heaters arc sold un
even if he was born in 1851.
MI. 0F8ERT & BLUEHILL LINCS
satisfaction of radio comes in hear- 1
1 had a very nice letter from Brother
BZR HARBOR LIKE
der this same guarantee.
ing good programs perfectly from
Lean'
R'ickl.m-l Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
M. M. Brown, telling me about his
Not ill H:» .in, Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
nearby stations right here in the east
present home in Utica and of the New
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
and I doubt if our Eastern talent is
SOLE AGENT FOR KINEO GOODS
York weather tlie past winter.
I am
bor 11 A. M.
outclassed by any other section of the
l’etii.n L-ive Par Harbor Thursdays at B.UO
sending it along, ihat his many friends
V M. for Ln-k'and nnd way landings.
country.
may enjoy it with me.
■ • • • •
j
BLUE HILL LINE
I also received a letter from Brother
Leave Ro, i.laiid Sattudnys at 5 A M. for
An interesting feature now appearing
Mark Tripp of Owl’s Head. Mark has
Di.rk Harbor. South Brooksville, Sargentvllle,
daily in the Boston Post which attracts
:» «r I c. B •..kiln. South Biuehlll, due Bluebeen confi ed to the house all winter.
iiil! Il.no a. \t.
283 Main Street - - - Rockland, Maine
considerable attention here among ra
He says that Mr. and Mrs. Chaney
Reti.jn L”ave Bluehill Mondays at 8.0ft A.
dio fans is O. M. Static’s column
Sr.owdeal tailed and took him over to
vl for !.<i ’i.'ai.'l and way landings.
"Last Night On the Radio."
I am
At Boatf’o luiecijou is made via the Metthe town meeting, which was a great
r$ p'.litan Line eve.tss freight steamers for
taking it for granted after reading)
treat to him.
Thus we see how
New v ork and points South ard West.
O. M.’s column for several weeks that would try th; superdyne. If a little
little kindly act on our part becomes
MAtb’C STEAMSHIP LINE
AT FRIENDSHIP
he must be operating in a section of c; re is taken it is not difficult to con
Portlanri-Ncw Ycrk Freight Service
quite a pleasure to the other fellow.
the country thickly populated by re struct and is ro.’lly not an expensive
Direct
F.olghl Service between Portland aud
I am still getting calendars.
The
New York is rosnimu from the New Plate Pier,
generative sets.
I am sorry indeed to circuit as all thv fails can be Wound at Town Meeting Makes Appro last one came from Winter Hill; Som
orcand. Me. Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays
note the writer’s frank dislike of jazz home.
—not froip Boze.
It was
and Mil. days each v.ay.
priations For Chemical Fire erville
programs.
There is certainly quite a
Tbr.undi la c* and direct track conned,ous
About all that is needed besides the
beaut.
with Maine l nir.il and Grand Truuk Rail
bit of jazz being broadcast lately, but coil is three-tube sockets, two rheos
Well, I have 11 chicks two weeks old
Engine
and
School
House.
roads.
fortunately we all have tastes that tats, one audio transformer, grid con
K 3. SHERMAN. Supt.. Rockland, Maine.
Sunday.
1 got them out of 12 eggs.
differ.
It. S. BHLRMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine.
denser, phone condense •, two good
Beat
that
with
your
new
tangled
ma

The following officers wtre elected
• • « »
1
/J
variables and a panel. I will be pleased
chine if you con.
Vinallwven and Rockland
Did you ever notice how little of the to give prospective builders the meas at the annual town meeting In Friend
This is what M. M. Brown says in
ship
Monday:
Clerk,
O.
C.
Cook;
mod

The value of Tanlac us it family
jazz stuff is broadcast from WBZ. urements and
Steamboat Co.
c nstants cf
the erator, It. S. Thompson; selectmen, R. his letter written from the Masonic
KDKA and WGY? In the inst ance of coils if they will oomo to my o»I?ce.
medicine and tonic is again very
Home, Utica, N. Y.:
Bradford.
William
A.
Bradford
and
A
the latter station they have arranged
• • • •
‘Dear Brother Godfrey:—I
have forcefully demonstrated
This time
Tlie direct route between
A. Orne; assessors, L. P. Winchen
matters so that jazz occupies the most
I stepped into tlie Maine Music store bach, C. W. Wotton and Albion Wot- written to you before since I came here in the home ef Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
RCCKf.ALP, VINALHAVEN. NORTH MAVEN.
blON'NGlON
AND SWAN’S ISLAND
inconspicuous part of their programs yesterday and took a look at the new
ton: school committee three years, F. D. but I have never heard from you di E Kaake, 2436 Kirby Ave., West, De
nnd It is only occasionally that any of little Radiola HI which is posing in
O>f course I read your letters troit. Mich.. whre father and mother
Winchcnbaugh; treasurer, L. C. Mor eetly.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
the artists on their regular weekly pro one of the windows. T also gleaned a
tYIks.
ten; constable and tire warden, J. L. to The Courier-Gtt^eitte, and enjoy and every member of the family have
(Subject to change without notice)
grams put over any popular or jazz se few points on this little receiver from
them very much.
We have had quite been benefitted by the wholesome and
J
G
SETH
Stevens; weigher of ice, /Mason E.
KAA.KX
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY. JAN. S.
lections. The Saturday night regular Mr. Fickett that may be of interest to
stormy winter here.
It has snowed helpful ingredients of tht famous prep
1924
Wotton; surveyors of wood and lum
■and
almost every day, a little, but never aration.
is the only jazz that can be depended the readers.of the column. The tuner
Leaves Swrn’s Island daily except Sun I aye
ber, A. A. Orne. W. A. Morse, B. A.
very much at a time.
Only a few
upon from this station and the other itself is a tiny little thing with two
f 5.30 A. M. fur Stonington, North Haven,
Recently, In speaking for herself and
Murphy, Alason E. Wotton, F. D. Windays has it been below zero; very few children, Mrs- Kaakt said: "For more victim of boils, actually having fifty- Vinalhaven a id Rockland.
two don't even have regular dance Wl) 11s protruding through the panel,
Returning leava Rockland at 1.3ft P. M. for
chenbach; mother’s aid. Mrs. Geneva pleasant days.
We have been com than a year our three little ones—John, one on me, and was so played out that Vinalhaven,
nights.
North llaven, Stonington, and
which is on the top of the cabinet Thompson; librarian, Mrs. Nellie Syl
♦ • * •
fortable
here
In
the
Home,
and
no
coal
Swau
s Island.
age 6, Blwyn, 4, and Margarite, 2— I couldn’t do a hit of work for weeks.
rather than the front, ns in most re vester; road commissioner, R. W.
W. S. WHITE,
hills
to
worry
about.
I
have
been
Have a very nice letter from Albert ceivers. The tuning unit contains the Davis; auditor. H. J. Parsons.
had been so peaked and lifeless that wo My suffering was almost unbearable.
General Manager.
well all winter, but my wife has had
Ogier of Camden, who is operating a detector which Is non-radiating and
Rock,and,
Maine,
Jan.
3. 1924.
I
cared
little
for
food,
suffered
with
were
seriously
worried
about
them.
The appropriations were:
one
cold
after
another,
and
she
has
a
two-tube Haynes with very good re one stage of audio amplification which
Their stomachs were upset, appetites severe headaches and stomach pains,
Schools, $5000; support of poor, $300;
I have not been
sults. One of his recent DX results gives good comf irtnble phono service repair of schoolhouses and supplies, new one just now.
poor, the color had left their cheeks, and got so weak and nervous that 1 felt
out
of
the
building
since
the
6th
of
revealed that WKAG of Porto Rico was on most stations. Besides this tuning $300; text books, $130; bridges, $130;
their nights were restless, and during discouraged.
November,
when
they
brought
me
from
nicely received. Mr. Ogier explains unit there is also an amplifier which is highway. $1700:
“Taniac corrected my stomach dis
patrolman,
$323; the hospital.
I am lately starting to the day they would just mope around,
i
MdffiATH
that he is not a long distance hunter built for the express purpose of use with schoolhouse bond, $1000;
taking no interest in play or anything orders, woke up my appetite, cleansed
interest,
and shows good taste in preferring this tuner. The amplifier is a two- $700: town officers and incidentals, learn to use artificial legs, but it comes else.
my blood and toned up my system
Osteopathic
Physician
For entertainment, we
good entertainment from nearby sta tube affair, which embodies one stage $1500; salary of superintendent cf kind of hard.
’They began to eat and sleep better so that the boils went away, and noth
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
have
moving
pictures
every
Friday
tions to faint stuff from a distance.
Tol.nhonn 136
of "push-pull” audio ampllfieatiop de schools, $250; library, $125; Memorial night ar.d band concerts very often almost from the first dose of Tanlac, ing of the kind h is bothered me since,
• • • •
U UNION 3TRLLT, ROCKLANO. MAINE
signed with un eye to both outstanding Day. $10; State aid road. $533; chemi The orphan children have a brass band !and have picked up now until you ■ I have gained 28 lbs., and I eat, sleep
Graduate
of
Annerican School of
I am again back with the superdyne features of audio, namely, volume anti cal fire engine. $1500; repairs on olel
40 pieces, and they sure can play couldn’t find throe healthier or nv re and feel Ilk a brand-new man. W
Osteoopathy
and stronger than ever. My efforts clearness. The push-pull feature is school for engine house. $500; special
active
children
In
all
Detroit.
They
j
have
given
Tanlac
a
fair
trial
and
There are about 250 children and 300
with the four-tuber were unsuccessful one of the most recent developments blasting, $75; snow bills. $125: new
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
old and infirm people in the Home, eat ravenously, the color of health has!found it wonderful. and if anyone
and I rather lost interest for a time, towards better reception and elimi schoolhouse in Finn district, $1500.
urned to their cheeks, and they just j doubts our statement they can write
The Masons of New York State eer
Diseases of the Eye;
but last week I cleaned it right down nates distortion caused by high ratios
The taxes were sold to Alfred H. Vainly take care of the helpless ones want to be on the go all the time. 1: personally. We wouldn’t think of be
to the panel again and started over, and overloaded tubes. The non-radiat
Refractions, Etc.
in the Fraternity. I am sending you a have also takn Tanlac to build me up, ling without Tanlac.”
Morton for .007.
keeping my units well separated. I as ing feature of these cute and wholly
I Tanlac is fcr sale by all good drugpost-card picture of our present real and it never seems to fail.”
407 MAIN STREET
sembled it with Ihree tubes instead of practical little receivers will appeal to
“As to my personal experience with'gists. Accept no substitute Over 40
Hwra. 9 t. 12 A. M ; I to S F. M.
debce.
With best wishes for your
four, and it is wonderful for its quality many local radio fans.
Raaltfjnve. 2i Fultoa Street. Tot Sti-J
Tanlac,” said Mr. Kaake.. "I simply i million bottles sold,
health and happiness.
OHeo TtlounowB 4U3-W________
and1- volume of tone.
One dees not
* • V •
can’t express in words the great help |
——
C. D. S. G.
really need that second stage of audio
Dr.
Mary
Elizabeth Reuter
it
gave
me.
About
a
year
ago
I
was
a
Take
Tanlac
Vegetable
Bills.
I was quite surprised to learn from
in this circuit as wearing the phones
WARREN
Mr. Fickett that the R. C. A. hatwith the single step is out of the
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
changed the size of its WD 11 tubes
STATE OF MAINE
question on some stations.
NORTH WARREN
and it is in the above little set that I
County
of
nf
Knox,
ss
March
IB.
1924.
Telephone 323.
In my original set with which I had
The Republican caucus will be held
j Taken this nineteenth (lay of March, 1924,
got a chance to see, two of these new
Rockland
such good results I used a shield on the
on Monday evening at the town hall
I on execution dated March 15, 1924. 1 /nicd on 38 Summer Street.
tubes. They are now about the size of
Clifford Robinson is sawing wood ! a judgment rendered by the .Indue of our P<»
panel. In my latest set I have left this
At this time four deb gates will be
66-tf
the VV 199’s and much more efficient
i
lie?
Court
for
the
City
of
Roek'and,
In
the
out and think it works better
chosen to attend the Republican State with bis machine at the village.
County
of
Knox
at
the
term
thereof
begun
than the original WD 11Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
Nervous and Irritable.
By Taking
Willis and Freda Moody are staying and holden at said Rockiand. on the first
without it. I wish more or my friends
convention to lie held in Portland April
of March. 1924, to wit. on the fourth C. M. WHEELER,D.C. Ph.C
3. The town committee will also be with their aunt, Mrs. F. O. Jameson Tuesday
Lydia E. Pickham’s Vegetable Com
day
of
March.
1921.
in
favor
of
Austin
M
for a few weeks, little Freda has betn
appointed.
Moody of said Kockland. against Harry lfa’l
Chiropractor
pound Became Entirely Normal
of Thomaston, In said County (or of hart,
Roger Gowell of Poland was in tow indisposed.
unknown) for the sum of one hundred twenty 400 MAIN STREET - - RCCKLAND
Miss
Aubyne
L.
Mank
of
this
place
Thursday, a guest of Mr. and Mrs,
dollars and clghty-nine cents. debt ot
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropraetio
and Herbert A. Hawes of Union were four
Clinton, Wisconsin.—“My daughter Willis Vinal.
damage, nnd seventeen dolhvs nnd seventeen
Office Hours:
costs of suit and will he sold at pub !»• Sundays. Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12, 2«3, 7-1
was in a very run-down condition, and
Mrs. Herbert Clark of Sanford ar united in marriage at the Methodist cents
Tuesdays, Thursdays, 10-12, 2-5
auction
at
the
Sheriff
’
s
office
In
the
Court
parsonage
in
Union
Saturday
night.
Get at the Real Cause —Take
was irritable, and rived Saturday, called by the serious
House in said Rockland, to the highest hidiu r. ______
SMurdaya 10-12
Tol. MB
would cry at every Illness of her mother. Mrs. Josephine Miss Mank is one of our popular young on the twenty-fifth day of April, at two o’clock
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
little thing she was Teague who has contracted pneumonia ladies and has been a successful teach in the afternoon, the following described real E. W. HODGKINS, M. U.
Sets Built To Order
er the past tw’o years. Mr. Hawes is estate and a'l the right, title and interest
so weak and ner
Mt;s. A. T- Norwood and Mrs. H
•vhiuh tlie said Harry Hall has and had in
That’s what thousands of stomach
Uttlo*: VINAL DLQCK. THOMASTON
a successful farmer and their many and to tiie same on tlie fifth dav of Novn.lnT.
vous.
As
Lydia
E.
sufferers are doing now. Instead of
I.. Kenniston entertained guests at the
ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR
1923, at 3.35 o'clock in the af.jrnoon of said
Pinkhnm
’
s
Vegeta

friends
unite
in
wishing
them
many
Cffioa Houri: I tv 3 and 7 ta I P. II
taking tonics, or trying to patch up a
Copper
Kettle,
Rockland
on
Monday.
dav.
the
time
when
tin
sam;
v.as
all
ached
on
ble Compound had
years of happiness and prosperity. Mr. the writ in the same suit, to wit
WORK
poor digestion, they are attacking the
A certain Koi danee until 9 A. M. and by ApralPtatMM
The Grange Circle met with Mrs
helped me when I
and Mrs. Hawes have gone to house- 'ot or parcel of land with tiie building.; th
real cause of the ailment—clogged liver
Tclophanei: Residence. 41-4: Offiot I4t
Harold
Sawyer
on
Saturday
evening
was
a
girl
I
gave
it
Over
the
Expreza
Office
on,
situated
in
South
Thomaston,
in said
keep
in
one
part
of
the
Hawes
and disordered bowels.
W A. JOHNSTON. HLG. PHC.
to her to build her An especially delicious 6 o’clock sup homestead and are ready to receive County, described as follows: Beginning at
a stake and ’.tones on tiie easterly side of the JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets arous?
up, and the results per was served to the following mem their friendsState highway leading from Thomaston to
the liver in a soothing, healing way.
were all that we hers and friends: Mr. and Mrs. Joh
C.OMPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
Clarence Whitney who has been con St. George ami 277 feet from the northwes
When the liver and bowels are per
ATTENTION TO
could wish for. I Connell. Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood fined to the house with the mumps is terly corner of land of .lame;; Fcyler: tlienc
LINE.
SPECIAL
forming their natural functions, away
easterly
at
right
angles
with
said
highway.
KODAKS.
DE.
PKtSCRIP!
IONS.
wish that every Mr. and Mrs- Harold Pease, Mr. and
100 feet Jo stake and stones; theme northerly
VELOPINU, PRINTING
AND
ENout again.
goes indigestion and stomach troubled
mother
with
growing
girls
would
try
it
Mrs.
Harlow
Brown,
Mr.
and
Mrs
parallel
with
said
highway,
bin
feet
t<
and
LARDING.
ROCKLAND, - - MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Daniels of East stake and stones; thence easterly and al rigid
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
for these troubles pirls often have. I Charles Pease. Mr. and Mrs. II. 1
poor appetite, a lazy, don’t-care feeling,
angles with the last mentioned course, inn feet 370 Main St., Rockland. Me.
had taken it myself before my girl wa3 Kenniston, Mrs. Judson Clement Union were in this place Wednesday.
Mrs. Herbert Hawes visited her par to stake anil stones at said highway ; tin nee
no ambition or energy, trouble with
born, and she was one of the nicest Mrs. John Davis. Mrs. Harold Sawyer
southerty by said highway to tlie place of he
undigested foods? Take Olive Tablets
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank Tues ginning.
babies any one could wish to have. I
l
c artney
the substitute for calomel.
C. E. HARRINGTON.
recommend tho Vegetable Compound Misses Mary Jameson, Mildred and day.
30-S-42
Deputy Sheriff.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets are a
to women and girls and cannot praise it Lilias Kenniston. Madeline McElman
SANITARY ENGINEER
purely vegetable compound mixed with
too highly.” — Mrs. I. A. Holford, Evelyn Sawyer and Martha Connell, S
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
NEW AMSTERDAM CASUALTY COMPANY
V. Weaver. John Sullivan, Charles
olive oil. You will know them by their
Box 43, Clinton, Wisconsin.
Plumbing and Heating
of Nrw York. N. Y.
Tke
Femeui
Sheet
Maal,
ymi
Mt
ad-ar
Watts
and
Maurice
Watts.
olive color. They do the work without
Molhera can depend upon Lydia E.
tiled IB ell the leadia, ribiuI iw. Over
Assets Dee. 31, 1923
Telephone C64-W
griping, cramps or pain.
A.
D.
Broadman
is
Installing
a
bath
2tM ulectloei—tend for cetalceo*.
$ 262.139 D»
Pir.kham’s Vegetable Compound to re
Real Estate,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
S-tf
room
at
his
home.
9,116,521
Take one or two at bedtime for quick
Stocks
and
Bonds,
All the latest song hits
lieve their daughters of those troubles
MAINE MUSIC CO. Rockland, Me
!»7(t.H26 6‘J
(’ash in Office and Bank,
relief. Eat what you like. 15c and 30c.
Friends were glad to welcome
they so often have. They know from
1,94 ■ ' 91 «8
Agents’ Balances,
experience the value of the Vegetable Charles Comery, who returned home
73.O2H t»l
Interest and Rents,
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
162,31)0 13
All outer Assets
Compound in the treatment of these early this week.
Mrs. Sarah Starrett who spent the
complaints and many, like Mrs. Holford,
108 PLEASANT STREET
112,539,312 12
Gross Assets,
Specials
give it to their daughters.
l>ast winter with Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
200.234. 82
Deduct items nut admit’.ed,
PLUMBING
HEATING
Cunningham, Union road, has returned
$12,3 ,".2.7 39
Admitted.
to her home.
TEL. 244-W.
LIABILITIES DEC. .. i I
Fred Skinner of Union was in tow
>1.060.774 7‘,
Net Unpaid Ixisses,
117-tf
3,967.004 Ck
Unearned Premiums,
Wednesday.
919,719 50
All other Liabilities.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
A very successful dinner was given
Voluntary Resirve lor Contlngen
31,878 40
cies,
by the W. II. S. Seniors in the Grange
W. P. STRONG
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Insurance
1.750.000. 00
(
’ash Capitals.
hull Wednesday, netting about $17.
1359-tf
1,600,000 on
Surplus
over
ail
Liabilities,
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
Friends of Miss Raychel Emerson
Suecoa.o. to A. J. Erakine A Ca,
WALL PAPER
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
>12,330,27 30
who summers in Warren, had the
GEORGE
ROBERTS
A
CO
,
INC
.
417
MAIN ST. . . ROCKLAND. Mt
pleasure of hearing her voice over the
10 Limcrnck St..
Rockland
radio Tuesday evening broadcasted
L R. CAMPBELL
from station WJY, New York
C0NDLSED STATEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner Kaler of West
—OF—
Attorney at Law
CLOBE INDEMNITY COMPANY
Warren were in town Wednesday on
V/asiiinolun Park, Newark, New Jersey.
Special Attention to Probata Mattara
business and were callers on Mr. and
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1923
Try "L.F.” Atwood’s Medi
Mrs. Boyd Kaler.
Real Estate......................................... >1,588,931 ««
37S MAIN ST. ROCKLANO. ME.
cine—the faithful old
Mortgage
Loans
.................................
19,388 on
Carl Miller, who was formerly em
remedy for Nausea, Indi
EDWARD K.
GOULD ~
Stocks
and
Bonds
.............................
15,260.330
4
gestion,
Constipation,
Bil

ployed with JI. Shortell & Son. is now
(’ash in Office aud Bank, .............
855,811 70
iousness. It sweetens the
working for Mrs. Clara Lermond at her
Agents’ Balances................................ 2,'.185.393 86
stomach, aids digestion,
Interest and Punts..........................
15;’,,838
stirs the liver, promotes
lunch room.
Attorney at Law
bowel action. Large
Ail other Assets
.. 485.964
Glen Hunter in “Puritan Passions'
bottle 50 cents—1 cent a
dose. All dealers.
will be shown as the feature picture at
Gross Assets.........................
.$21 149 991 97 r.OR TILLSON AVE. and MAIN AT
“L.F.” MEDICINE CO.,
Deduct items not admitted. .
366.360
Glover hall, also a Larry Semon com
Portland, Maine.
edy will appear. "The Fall Guy."
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Admitted................................
.020,983.301 22
Plowing was resorted to in several
LIABILITIES DEI .
, 1923
Vet
Unpaid
Losses
..................
..>8.211.262
64
places Thursday by Road Commis
Unearned Premiums............. .
...6.538.804 30
Attorney at Lav
sioner McDonald, on the road to the
All other LiabEities................
...1.230.231 28
Cash Ca;»ital...........................
station, much improving the bad con
...i.5on.ono no SPECIALTY; PROBATE PRACTICI
Surp’us over all Liabilities,
. . . 3 500.000 00
ditions caused by the last storm.
431 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Houm 603-W
Mrs- Delia Robinson who makes her
To’al Liabilities and Surplus. ..$20,983,301 22 TelBnhonoa—Office 468.
30-S 36
home with her daughter, Mrs. Jesse
A. C. MOORE
Mills, was pleasantly surprised with
Piano Tuner
numerous gifts on her birthday last
h In Feeble Old Ape
Wednesday. Not the least of which
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO
was a call from Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wellman of West Warren. A pretty
FULL LINE OF
birthday cake with candles, fruit,
If Its a Bronchial Coid
randy and other remembrances made
k
Food
For
COLUMBIA
RECORDS
the day one to lie gladly recalled.
Stren b3th
Mrs. Lyman Randall who has been
STONINGTON
ill with a severe cold ia now better.
FOSNITURE CXX
Mrs. Pearl Hilton has had a two
PICTURE FR 1MING—Saws M.ijta, ,n
t. MARCUS, 313-311 Main Stk
kind, of
i weeks iarntlnii from .her woi
iter work rnromiuljr and
Is tt$a happy aotutii
careful)’
II. MjUII’Y, iirer P,yROCKLAND. MAINE

Yes,

It’s a Kineo

Made at Bangor, Me.

FTTT

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

Prof9ssional&,BusinessCards
"DRT TL.

MY DAUGHTER
WOULD CRY
AT EVERYTHING

R. W.*TYLER

. w. M C

SHEET MUSIC 15c

SHEET MUSIC

20c and 25c

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

15 Cents
V. F. Stndley

Stomach
Distressed

?

SCOTTS

EMULSION

Johnson’s
^“““Linhnent

Rvery-Other-Day
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THOMASTON
Mrs. Lucy Wood has planned for re
pairs and improvements upon her
house.
The barn will be taken down
and a shed constructed. A piazza will
be built and the grounds put in good
condition.
Miss Edith Russell, a former resi
dent of Thomaston who as a member
of Capt. Frank Russell’s family re
moved to Grant, Oregon, several years
ago and who the past few years has
been a teacher in the government
schools at Poia, Island of Malu, of
the Hawaiian group, has written her
friends that she has resigned her po
sition and with a friend will make a
tour around the world.
They will
visit in Italy. France. China and other
countries, ending their journey at New
York.
Starting in .June, they plan
to he in New York In the fall.
Miss
Russell proposes to take a course in
kindergarten at Columbia.
MissesfDorothy and Agnes Cushman
Monday will enter the employ of
Black & Gay. Canners.
Mjss Nellie Gardiner arrived home
Ft e..A- from Castine for two weeks
vacation.
We arc always glad to note the ac
tivities of Thomaston boys who are
making good in other States.
Harris
S. Shaw was tile aeeompinist to Henry
Jackson Warren, baritone, in Jordan
Hdll, Boston, March 18.
Rockland offers Greely's Jazz Band
as dance music in Kimball hall to
night.
Miss Alcada Hall is at home from
Coburn Classical Institute. Waterville,
for the spring vacation.
Richard Odiorne of Worcester is vis
iting his sister Mrs. E. W. Bunker.
Mrs. Henry B. Shaw and Miss Fran
ces Shttw went to Boston today.
Miss Ada Davis will spend hr. va atlon in Boston.
Miss Ruth McKewon from I'm swick is visiting Mrs. E. L. ltist."* -.
Mrs. Clara Donaldson who has be. a
in town for some time on account i
the sickness and death of her niotkei
Mrs. Joseph Richards, returned t •
Bath Wednesday.
The Beta Alpha Club will me t
the Baptist vestry Monday evening
II. B. Shaw, with the assistance of
a power saw, a man and a boy sowed
21*4 cords hard wood in one day tins
week.
Russell Gray is assembling hihousehold goods preparatory to •
cupying his new house on Hyler st.-< >
The Thomaston schools closed Frkl. ..
for the spring vacation.
The Team Owners’ Association at a
meeting held in K. of P. hall decide I
upon a raise of one dollar per day foe
a two-horse team.
They will have an
article in the Town Warrant asking
for seven dollars per day for town
work.
The price heretofore has been
six dollars.
Mrs. Mary Poland of Friendship,
who spent the winter in Malden, Mass.,
called U|xin Thomaston friends Thurs
day .on her way home.

STHMA
There is no “cure," but
the wheezy breathing
that prevents sleep may
oftentimes be relieved by
inhaling the soothing
medicated vapors of—

HIGH LEE—HIGH LOW

On account of other business I am offering

Rockland High and Lee Acad
emy Seesaw Through Sav
agely Contested Basketball
Battle.

FOR SALE

Rockland High girls won a savagely
contested basketball game from Lee
Academy in the Arcade last night 29
A real chick starter
to 26. The contest was a whirlwind
from start to finish, by far the most
interesting of the season's series of
> VapoRub girls'
games.
OTHING grows into money so fast as
Onr 17 Million Jan Und Xeaffr
Rockland stole a march on the in
vaders and kept a comfortable lead on
ROCKLAND, MAINE
chickens.
When new hatched, they cost
them through the first period. As cir
ROCKPORT
a
few
cents
each
but
the
early
pullets
when
ma

cumstances proved out this early ad
vantage saved the day for the orange
tured and laying are paying handsome dividends
Robert of Little Deer Isle have been and black. During the second period
on
a value of $10.00 each.
Now “Don’t lose
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Gray the Academy girls threw off the
lethargy induced by their long rail
them.
”
Save
them
all
by
feeding
Baby Bus
this week.
Wesley Thurston was in Portland trip and showed a speed and snap that
ter
and
B
onnie
B
ooster
C
hick
F
eed
.
kept the crowd keyed to a high pitch.
$125 OVERLAND $125—In excellent condi
Friday on business.
The third period saw the advantage
tion, just overhauled, -tires good, fine family
There will be a special meeting of
Baby Buster is a hard grain chick feed contain
car.
J. GAMAGE, JR.. Mechanic St.
Tel.
with the visitors und several times
St. Paul’s Lodge, No. 82, F. & A. M.,
241-M.
36-38
ing dried fish, and Bonnie Booster is a soft grain
faint hearts feared they had the local
Monday evening, March 24, for the
1921 FORD.
good
condition.
Bargain.
food containing dried buttermilk. Both fish and but
sextette on the run. The closing period
purpose of inspection. Right Worship
ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main St.
36-38
termilk are high in vitamine content, and essential to
ful Brother F. D. Bowe, I). D. G. M.. of was another thing. Rockland put
OVERLAND MODEL 90 parts.
J. GAMAGE
ting
up
a
battle
just
enough
better
the Ninth Masonic District of Maine,
the chickens’ thrift and growth.
JR.. Mechanic St., Tel. 241-M.
36-41
Lost and Found
than their previous best to nose out
will be the inspecting offleer. Orient
FOR SALE—Ford truck, panel body, good
We are sharing our advertising expense with our customers.
their scant victory from the upstate
LOST—Pair of tortoise shell glasses.
Re
running order.
J. A JAMESON CO.
36-lt
Lodge of Thomaston and St. Ge >rge
You will find your share in each bag.
Look for the coupons.
Hall's work as referee was
ward If returned to MRS. ELIZABETH MU*
Lodge of Warren will be invited guests. stars.
FOR SALE—1323 Ford Sedan In excellent RAY.
Tel.
504-3.
35-37
condition; some extras.
S. J. BOXES, 62
The meeting will begin at 7.30 sharp above reproach.
BUY THEM OF
Pickering of Lee proved herself a
FOUND—Greatest bargiu on eartii.
Llmerock St.
35-37
and will be followed by a banquet.
JONG. Complete set, rules easy
to
star of the first magnitude and won
1922 BIG SIX STUDEBAKER—In good con Slashed to $1.00.
Mrs. Leslie Watts b il! at the Silsby
P. O. BOX 323.
repeated sale s of applause by her
dition and ready to drive out.
Now Is the
Hospital. Rockland.
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterllte. You
time to buy your used car at your own price
clever shots a id beautiful passes. Lee
can have It delivered In 5-gal. lots to your
Mrs. C. I*. Morrill. vh-i has been
Call A. C. JONES, phone 576-K or FIRE
was strong, too, in her centers. E.
46
PARK
STR5ET.
TELEPHONE
800
home
anywhere In Rockland free. For aervlea
PROOF
GARAGE,
phone
$89.
16*tf
visiting relatives and f iends in town
call MOODY’S. 455-M.
1-tf
33-3-39
Thompson and Beason, who kept the
for several days, returned Thursday t>
Rockland guards constantly on the
her home in Sprue
Eggs and Chicks
alert with their short passes. Breen
Wanted
Miss Ek'.ie Lane
resume ter chins was very much in the game for R. H.
Barring;
B.
WANTED
—
Middle aged woman to work In
family of two.
TEL. 404 or 59-W.
36*38
w weeks w.th her 8.. making 17 of her 29 points and
after spending
story superbly told as only Zane Gray
completing a brace of weirdly spectac
STRAND THEATRE
M
Ge n re l.ane. I
parents. Cap..
WANTED—Middle-age woman to do house
can tell a story. Richard Dix and
ular shots which brought the whole
work In a family of two.
No children.
Ap
iliehl is at heme
Miss Avis 1
Lois Wilson are featured in the pro
house roaring to its feet. Agnes Flan
ply to BOX 8. Camden. Maine.
38-8-42
»■-- :;b.' has been !
He was slow to wrath and quick to duction with a remarkable cast, includ
from Davidson
agan played the opposite forward and
WANTED—A salesman to sell high grade
the , ncu ion with
forgive. And so his stern old father ing Robert Agnew. Noah Beery, Alina
teaching, to so
gave Breen the sterling kind of supshoes direct to wearer.
flood pay and steady
lei-' n a Butterfield.
her mother. Mi
called him coward and weakling. But Bennett and Ricardo Cortez.
work.
Write for details.
E. F. GREATUN
p rt that made sister Eileen Maine's
ii.i < rep-nt'.y re- '
The public li
when the finger of infamy pointed at
CO., Auburn, Maine.
38-It
pr.de last season.
I
l
.e
II.
C-|i
.vley
a
ceived from M
the woman he loved, he fought a man’s
WANTED—Middle aged soman for house
which lb y me very I Devotees of the game would like to fight in her behalf—and won ! You
keeper In family of three.
C. C. CKILTIS
see these teams meet when the Lee
South Hope.
Tel. fnlon 11-21.
M*M
gratefuff
outfit was not fagged with an all-day will enjoy every moment of "The Rip
HATCHING EGGS—R. I. Reds.
Q. A. WM
WANTED—Capable woman for general house
April 5 Is the dite rt for Lie cam
Tide,
”
an
Arrow
special
production
SLOW. Owl's Head.
Tel. 423-14.
36*38
railroad • ride from Aroostook.
It
work and to assist In the care of send-tnpuign f. . f.to in-et 11>» current
Please communicate with MRS. AZKO
would be a battle royal all right, which is having its final showings to
PURE BRED SINGLE COMB Rhode Island ralld.
expense.- < i ilie It* rkp r. Methodist worthy of Jast year's champs or of day. For it shows t4te making of a man
Red hatching eggs and bsby chlz from se- M. DOWS. 138 Smith Street. Lowell. Maas.
38-38
lected stock.
Hatching eggs $1.58 per eetchurch fur the > ■ ar from April 1. 1924. Coach Sullivan's world beaters of and the growth of a woman’s soul.
ting of 15 eggs, $7 per 188.
Day old rhls.
WANTED
—
Furnished
room,
centrally
located,
to April 1. 19:.'I. Tile budget calls far 1920-21.
Lee had the advantage in Incidentally, the sets are as lavishly
$28 a hundred delivered.
FARAWAY FARM. rent moderate.
AIRS. A. T. SMITH. Nurse,
52000. wi. eh is the amount set for the passing but Rockland had the shooting beautiful as any ever seen upon a local
Pleasant Point, Maine.
35-48
P. O. Bui 33.7, City.
37-33
goal cf tie- . ;• .upaiga. Fold -rs which and the old fight. The summary:
screen while the cast is superb.
BARRED ROCK EGGS $1.98 and $1.25 per
WANTED—Help.
Apply at offlee of PEO
-.viil explain i.i d ...d will li. distribut
setting.
Non-fertile
eggs
for
preserving. PLES LAUNDRY, Llmerock Street, Rockland.
One of the strongest pictures-Mana
Rockland High School
ROGER
RHODES, 31 Broadway, Rockland.
ed later.
Goals Fouls Pts. ger Dondis has ever offered comes for
Tel. 424-2.
33*3f
Rcckpc.-t High School
WANTED—t lianfiisrmsld. TUOii.suihE HOBreen. If _____________ S
1
17 Monday and Tuesday under the title
BABY CHIX—WyUla’l Single Comb Rada TKL. Rockland. Me_____________________ 'll 17
of
“
Unseeing
Eyes.
”
The
story
is
Flanagan,
rf
................
6
0
12
School closed Friday for a vacation
bred for agga, type and color.
Order early
WANTED—Middle aged womau t) care lor
Perry, c ........... ........... 0
0
0 woven around a m'ne located in the
22c tach postpaid.
F. B. WYLLtE. Thomas
of one week.
two children aeed 3 and 4. Go.nl Mil'. Atton, R. F. D.
Phone 171-41.
27*39
0
0 wilderness of Canada. During the war
ply to MRS. II. W IiRI.NKWATER, 14 Trim
The Senior class cleared about $40 Coltart. sc ......... ........ 0
St.. Camden. Tel. 23-6.
31-38
0
0 some outlaws, headed by one of the
front the town meeting dinner. Many Trafton. Ig ......... /....... 0
0
0 most dastardly of villains ever seen on
WANTED—Small apartment by middle aged
thanks are extended to those who aided Griffin, rg ..................... 0
Miscellaneous
couple; modern conveniences
Write "M. P.”
the screen, take possession, unknown
in the affair—Mrs. George Huntley.
We are about to issue a Real Estate cata care CPUR1RR-GA35BTTK._____________ 34*36
to its owners. Miriam and Dick Helslog advertising Real Estate for sale or to rent
Mrs. Overlock. Miss Delia Larson, Mrs.
WANTED—TO BUY two 4 to 6 room houses
Lee Academy
in this lection of Maine.
Would be pleased to
ton. While on a visit to the mine. Dick
Crone, Mrs. Butterfield, Mrs. Everett
at the Southend.
Will pay from $1000 to
list your property if for sale or rent.
Write
Goals
Fouls
is
attacked
by
the
outlaws
and
almost
$3000.
L. W. BENNER, Real Estate Agents. 2
Libby and Mrs. Bertha Thurston. The
for Information to GEORGE E. ALLEN, Cam
Fifth Avenue Style is
North Main Street.
33-3i
Pickering, If ......
killed
by
the
leader.
The
latter
’
s
den.
Maine.
36-8-42
class also thanks those who gave food
D. Haskell, rf ....
WANTED—Position ax chauffeur, or to drive
squaw manages to get a message
brought right here
for the dinner and the students of the
NOTICE—Thia is to wars all persons not to
truck. Will go anywhere. ARTHUR UBDTTDN,
E. Thompson, c .
through to Miriam who. along with
harbor or trust my wife, Orn M. Ripley on
other classes who helped to make the
33-tf
to you in LAMSON
Benson, sc ..........
my account an 1 shall not pay any bills of her Rockport. Tel. 14-3 Camden.
Conrad Dean and others is attending a
affair a success.
contracting after this date.
F. A. KJPLBY.
WANTED
—
Pulp wood cutters.
TEL. 21-23,
I. Haskell, lg ......
Hubbard Hats. You
carnival in Quebec.
South Hope, Maine. March 11. 1924. 38*39
The basketball season closed March C. Thompson, rg
Rockland.
31*36
Dean, a former flying ace and a great
pay only for the Value
15 with a game with Camden. Base
VULCANIZING—1 am now ready to vulcanize
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
Fred Hinckley returned from Bos ball flow is the thing in the athletic
admirer of Miriam, offers to drive her
tires and tubes at the lowest price, and Cord kittens.
Highest prices paid.
TEL. 352-14.
in the hat.
tire guaranteeed.
Return by mall.
J. X. JOHN 8. RAN LETT. Rockville. Me.
ton Thursday.
to the mine on an aeroplane when it is
31 tf
line. Francis Dow was elected mana
MAILHOTTE, Union. Me.
36*56
The
score
—
Rockland
High
29.
Le<
Mrs. Fred Hilt who is ill with bron ger of the baseball team and Huse
learned that heavy snows have blocked
WANTED—First class Boat Builders, steady
Academy
26.
Referee,
Hall
of
Rock
HIGHEST CASH PRICES paid for rags, nork and good pay, apply CAMDEN YACHT
chial pneumonia is some better.
all trains. The couple really do go up
Tibbetts the captain. Manager Dow land.
iron, metal, rope, bottles and all kinds of junk. BLDG. A RY. INC.. Camden, Me Tel 319.
Capt. Luke Spear of Rockland was
in the air and are photographed there
T. SnAPIBO, 51-55 Tillson Ave.
35*37
17-42
has part of the schedule arranged and
in town Friday.
The captain is hav
in some of the most amazing scenes
ORDER NOW—Accredited, l'encoine Barred
Conch Burns will soon select some
WANTED—Oak lumber In the lug, landed In
ing a fine monumental job done by
OUR
GRANGE
CORNER
ever brought to the screen. Engine
Rock Baby Chicks fo; March delivery.
Send our yard. Telephone or write. CAMDEN YACHT
players.
cash with order direct from this adv. at the fol BLDG. A RY. INC.. Cawdeu. Me. Tel. 319.
Hollis Gilk-hrest.
trouble forces -ehem to alight on a
The High School will soon put on a
lowing prices: 25 chicks, >6.00; 56, $11.50;
17-42
A man claiming to be an ex-soldier
Pleasant Valley Grange held another frozen lake a'mA’in ”tho midst of a
100. $22: 500. $166; 1.000. $200.
We are
has been soliciting alms of Thomaston minstrel show with a ring that will interesting meeting Tuesday evening, heavy blizzard, Conrad and Miriam he,
hatching 70-72% of all eggs set.
Big hatches
mean strong chicks.
Early chicks pay big
people.
He unfortunately for himself pieaSe the audience. The cust will in had the Water Power problem ex come separated* fn trying to locate
gest profits.
PKNCOME POULTRY PLANT,
called a young lady a flapper.
Chief clude high school boys, a few local plained to it. then get busy with a tier escort. Miriim becomes snowblind
East Corinth, Maine.
35-37
of Police Meservej’ was promptly on boys and some of last years students. discussion and at the close unanimous,
9450
S«cum
36-Acra
Farm
—
tow. Poultry, —IIgl.
It
is
being
coached
by
Henry
McDon

his trail Hut failed to locate the man
ly adopted the following resolution,
hog. tool, Inrluilwl It taken no* : prosperous t 882-J
K
before he had been given a friendly ald.
community convenient depot town ; good mar
which had been tabled about six weeks
The
next
term
consists
of
ten
weeks.
kets. loamy tillage for variety choice products:
warning .by a business man.
With
awaiting an explanation:
pasture, wood, timber, apples, gripes; eoinexpression of gratitude for the warning March 31 to June 7.
"Whereas, The State of Maine holds
rortable 7-room house, barn.
To settle Im
the man took the first car for Rock
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
mediately all for $870. part cash. Details and
many undeveloped water power rights,
how farmer received $1118 from 5 acres sweet
land.
CAMDEN
that belong to the people of Maine;
corn page 17 lllus. Hargain Catalog money
"The Less Blessed of the Better” will
CITY OF ROCKLAND
be it therefore resolved, that Pleasant
making
farms, best sections United States
FOR SALE —New and used pianos and player
be the sermon subject at the Baptist
Copy free.
STROUT TARM AGENCY, SOGDtl pianos.
Valley
Grange
of
Rockland
is
opposed
Special prices.
Easy terms. Large
The W. C. T. U. will meet Thursday
The subscribers, Assessors of Taxes, of the
(lid South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
it.
church Sunday morning. The church afternoon with Mrs. Fred D. Aldusstock
to select from.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
to the free granting of any more water
City of Rockland, hereby give notice to the in
36-38
habitants
of
said
city
and
other
persons
having
schoon convenes at 11.50; Evangelis
The
latest
magazines,
single
copies,
subscrip

There will be a drill me*eting for the pow-er franchises in Maine.”
Taxable Property within said city, to make and tions taken for any magazines at publisher’s
FOR SALE—2 parlor stoves, 1 bed. dining
tic service at 7 p. m., sermon subject,
A similar resolution has been adopt
bring in to said Assessors true and perfect price.
initiatory degree at I. O. O. F. hall
Ice cream, soda, confectionery and room furniture, etb.
ROBERT COLLINS, Real
"Mutual
Exchanges.”
Choir
re
lists of their polls and ail their estates, real cigars, Portland Sunday papers.
POND’S Estate. 375 Main Ht.
34-tf
Monday evening and the same degree ed by the Knox and Lincoln Pomonas.
and personal, in writing, including Money on NEWS ROOM, next door to postofflee, Union,
hearsal Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock.
The
Grange
also
made
plans
for
the
FOR
SALE
—
Gardner
house. Beech
St.;
Hand or at Interest, and debts due more than Maine.
36-47
Service of prayer and praise Thurs will he conferred on Tuesday evening. entertainment of Knox Pomona April 5.
Stover house, Llmerock St.; 3 houses at Southowing, and all property held In trust as Guar
A full attendance is desired.
day evening at 7.
end.
Nice
house
with
improvements
at
NorthSTRAWBERRY AND RASPBERRY PLANTS—
dian, Executor, Adminstrator Trustee or other
Lucius Howe went to Rockland Fri meeting called at 10 a. m., when it is
wise (except as is by law exempt from taxa Send for Catalogue.
No other in the country end; 55 acre farm with plenty of wood $1,500.
Service at the Episcopal church
expected that there will be a real oldROBERT COL
Full of valuable information, you Long list of other good trades.
tion) which they were possessed of on the first like it.
day
morning
to
enter
Knox
Hospital
Sunday: Church school at 6.30 p. m.;
34-tf
fashioned
gathering,
as
it
has
been
will not throw It Into the wastebasket.
C. S. LINS. Real Estate. 375 Main St.
day
of
April,
1923,
and
to
be
prepared
to
for an operation.
Evening prayer and sermon at 7.30.
make oath to the truth of the same
PRATT. Athol. Mass.
36S39
several years since some of the Knox
FOR SALE—Waiting Room Variety Store
Mt.
Rattie
Dodge,
I.
O.
O.
F.,
will
clear
Henry Bucklin, who was badly in
AND THEY ARE
PARTICULARLY RE*
Pomona Patrons have visited Pleasant
PALMER ENGINES—32 sizes and types.
2 consisting of soda fountain, confectionery, fruit,
WALDOBORO
jured by a fall while at work at the more than $200 from the minstrel show Valley. This will be like all other
QUESTED TO NOTIFY THE ASSESSORS OF to 85 h. p. 4 cycle, 1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinders.
A cigars, luncheonette, fancy groceries, school
Sunday license.
Es
presented
this
week.
The "reliable Palmer" Is Supplies, novelties, etc.
THE NAMES OF ALL PERSONS OF WHOM type for every boat.
State prison, was up-town Friday, lie
Pomonas. Pleasant Valley will pro
Send for cata tablished corner location, rent $25, sales $12.Miss Janet Murphy of Tenant’s Har
THEY HAVE BOUGHT OR TO WHOM THEY the best for fishing boats.
received warm greetings and congratu
000
yearly;
has
never
changed
hands.
Ac

vide the beans, bread and coffee, and
logue and price list.
Largest stock in Maine.
bor is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Ger
HAVE SOLD TAXABLE PROPERTY SINCE Immediate delivery.
lations.
All parts for Palmer en count of family reasons will sacrifice for $2,250.
the other Patrons will provide cake or
YE
SODA
SHOPE,
1170
Forest
Ave..
Port

gines.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier,
THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL. 1924.
Miss Dorothy Keller has resumed her ald Dazzell.
pastry, as it is a picnic dinner. Every
land. Me.
35*37
28-39
The Republican caucus will be held Grange in Knox county is invited and
And for the purpose of receiving said lists Portland. Maine.
position at the Thomaston Savings
and making transfers of s/.l property bought
FOR SALE—House In Rockport on Frank
next Friday night in the Engine hall this includes members of both PoPAINTING—C. E. Larmaad daaa automo
Bank.
or sold, the undersigned will be in session bile, Carriage and Sign Painting.
LEON IE SELLERS. 31
48 years lin St., good trade.
Mrs. Joseph Adams who has been for the purpose of selecting delegates ntonas. Don't forget the customary
at the Assessors* Room, No. 7, City Building, experience.
Mechanic
St.. Camden.
34*33
Shop In Union next to Wlncafrom eight to eleven o’clock in the forenoon, paw & Abbott Garage.________________ 31*45
seriously ill of pneumonia is said t » to the Portland convention.
box. as there will be a large delega
FOR
BALE
—
House in Camden, with all mod
and
from
two
to
four-thirty
o'clock
In
the
Camden Lodge, K, of P., will work tion to feed.
be better.
Slate
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-H does all kinds of ern improvements, stable and garage.
afternoon of each day, TUESDAY, APRIL I, to
roof on all buildings. Call after 5.30. MRS.
The General Knox Chapter was rep the rank cf Esquire Monday night.
Trucking and Moving.
ll*tf
THURSDAY. APRIL 3. 1924.
Pleasant Valley serves one of its
W. E. DIUNKWATEM, 39 Mountain St.. Cam
Mt. Battle Lodge. I. O. O. F., will good suppers next Tuesday evening at
resented at the annual State Confer
Special Notice to Executors. Administrators,
CIDER—I will make cider for the public den. Me. Tel. 85-5.
33-38
Trustees or Guardians.
every day during the first week of April. J.
ence of the Daughters of the American work the Initiatory degree on three 6.30 o’clock. All members are reFOR BALE—Two sets of 100 lb. Detroit Com
The Statute provides that you must bring H. SIMONTON, West Rockport. Me.
candidates
Tuesday
night.
There
will
Revolution, recently held at Bath, by
puting Scales,
the regular grocery
store
30-8-39
in to the Board of Assessors a true and per
scales: are in perfect condition; cost $140 a
the regent. MissHortense Wilson and he a drill meeting on the same degree
fect list of all taxable property in your pos
NEW AND SECOND HAND bHOEB. Cloth set, will take $65 and $75 or $140 for both
the
preceding
night.
session
to
date
of
April
1.
1923.
otherwise
it
Mrs. Nan Higgs.
THE APPLE MARKET
will he taxed as the statute provides, and any ing. Crockery, and Household Goods Bought sets. Terms if desired. Sent freight paid on
Camden Commandery will work the
Capt. Leander Whitmore went to
approval.
V.
B. 8TIMPSON, South China,
personal examination of property by the As and Sold. C. T. BRAGG, Rankin Block. 8-tf
Temple
degree
Tuesday
night.
Me. Tel. 9-5.
33*40
Belfast yesterday to take charge of a
sessors will not be considered as a waiver foi
There is no change in the price of
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
The
handsomely
framed
picture
of
neglect cf any person in bringing in true ano the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail
1 large managed by the Sagadahoc
FOR SALE—22-foot motor boat, suitable for
apples. Trade is fairly active at quo
perfect lists as required by law.
the
late
W.
S.
Elliot,
which
will
be
fishing or pleasure. E. G. DAY, 12 Clarendon
orders aoilclted. HRLEN C. RHODK8.
l-tf
Navigation Co. of Bath. The barge is
tations.
8t. Tel. 681-R.
3(1-tf
ANY PERSON WHO NEGLECTS TO COM
chartered for the season to bring pulp hung in the Business Men’s Association
All the apples which came on the
FOR BALE—Two Brunswick Cabinet Ma
PLY
WITH
THIS
NOTICE
WILL
BE
DOOMED
wood from St. John to Bath for the rooms, is now on exhibition in the steamer that arrived in Boston on the
chines, 1 Cornet, 1 Wright piano at $35.
rant Friday. March 28. Mrs. J. H. Lov- TO A TAX ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF
Pejepscot Paper Co.
This will be display window of Potter’s studio.
STUDLEY’S MUSIC STORE, Rockland.
Tel.
afternoon of the 13th had been held on ell contributed the paper of the af THE STATE ANO BE BARRED OF THE RIGHT
Camden and Rockport High Schools
713.
28-tf
Capt. -Whitmore’s fifth season in that
the steamer for several days and ternoon. She chose for the subject TO MAKE APPLICATION EITHER TO THE
service.
Sanford Hyler will go cook. fought a fiercely contested 13 to 13 tie allowed the effects of the holding.
FOR SALE—Hard Wood fitted or Junks.
Telephone 172-6, Warren, Me.., or write JOHN
Robert McFarland came home to at basketball last week. It is hoped They all showed scald, some of them •‘The Great Problem” und under this ASSESSORS OR COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
28»3!l
title took up the great and grave ques FOR ANY ABATEMENT OF TAXES. UNLESS
COGAN. Tlioniaston, R. F. D.
spend his nineteenth birthday with that another game may be arranged. very badly.
SUCH
PERSON
OFFER
SUCH
LIST
WITH
tion of the agricultural problem—the
Clarence A. Payson, aged 55, died
FSR SALE—Dry Goods Business; no compe
|NCO_SH!M.
his grand imrents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Baldwins, No. 1 bbls............................ $2.75 to 3.50 production of food.
In statistics that HIS APPLICATION AND SATISFIES THE
tition ; town booming; fine store; price low.
Crockett.
Becau'se Robert could re Thursday after an illness of several Baldwins, unclassified, bbis............2.23 to 2.75
H G. 8TARRETT, Warren. Me.
27-tf
surprised her hearers Mrs. Ixivell told ASSESSORS THAT HE WAS UNABLE TO
st o v WAX
Baldwins,
boxes
......................................
78
to
1.78
weeks.
He
leaves
besides
his
wife
main but one day the celebration of the
FOR BALE—Lobster ftsneriuai
traps
on
OFFER
IT
AT
THE
TIME
APPOINTED
Greenings, etc., bids............................ 2jio to 3.50 of the imminent.peril facing European
Bertha
(Richards)
an
aged
father
and
event had to be advanced three days.
hand and made to order. FIELD & KEEP. 19
Sweet Annies, bbls.............................. ° U'l »n -l -•»
nations
and
one
that
would
Inevitably
ROCKLAND
HARDWARE
CO.
GEO
K.
MERRILL,
two
sisters,
Alta
and
Mabelle
Payson,
McLoud St., near Haskell'S Store. Southend.
Spies, bbls.............................................. 2,00 to 3.50
A chicken dinner and the ibirthday
ROCKLAND, ME.
34-tf Tel. 758 I
FRANK A. RICnARDFON,
151-tf
Starks, bb.a........................................... 2.08 to .i.ow affect our own. She stated that before
cake, so generously provided and so ail of Camden. Mr. Payson will be Ben
Davis, bbls................................... 1.58 to 2.88 this present century had passed famine
M.
M.
DACrGETT,
FOR BALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
well served, was thoroughly enjoyed, greatly missed, as he had for many Kussetts, bbls....................................... 2.88 to 3.80
In Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle 60c;
Assessors of Rc^kland.
if they were somewhat out of time. years driven a public auto and his Odd Varieties, bbls............................ 2.88 to 3.88 with all its attendant evils will lie
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COMdestroying millions of the wretched in
Rockland. Me.. March 24, 1924.
Kingman & Hearty, Inc.
Robert was obliged to return to his gentlemanly and considerate attention
PANY.
1-tf
“The House Built on the Apple.” habitants of the world. In consider
duties at Pittsfield on Monday.
to his patrons had made him a host of
ing the steps that should be taken
friends. Funeral services will he held
to save our own country from this peril
Refutations and License ef Deft and PralacOen
from the residence of his father at 30
Mrs. Lovell said that a stop must be
af Sheep
TO LET—Purwbhed rooms for light housePark
street,
Sunday
afternoon
at
2
TENANT S HARBOR
put to immigration. “We are under
■etftg, modem conveniences.
Apply at 12
Every owner or keeper, on the first day of
o’clock.
LM ST._______ ________________________ 36-tf
no obligaiton," she said, "to receive April, of a dog more than four months old.

VICKS

SHOE BUSINESS
CHARLES H. MOREY

N

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.

fubbcu'cL

Friends and neighbors in this com
munity deeply regret the passing of
Mrs. Melvina Wall and much sympa
thy is extended the relatives, espe
cially to the husband, Capt. David
Wall, who so tenderly cared for his
wife through her long sickness.
The writer has been requested by
the senior class of St. George High
School to express their appreciation
to the Ladies’ Sewing Circle and to all
who helped in any way to make their
supper a success. They are pleased to
report that this sale adds over $30 to
their Washington trip fund.
Mrs. Vernon Tabbutt and three chil
dren have returned to their home on
White Head after spending two weeks
with Mr. Tabbutt’s parents.
The Odd Fellows of St. George
Ixidge are invited to work the second
degree at Knox Lodge in Rockland
next Monday evening.
The seniors have already begun re
hearsals for another three-act play en-.
Jitled “The Little Clodhopper/' to be
^•eseJhtcJ in about a month.

255 Tremont Stroot, Botton

LIBERTY
William and Rex Prescott have cut
a lot of wood and will fit it for sale.
Rosg Cunningham has his wood cut
ting machine at work.
A. B. Fuller is confined to the house
by rheumatism und is attended by DrPierpont.
John Overlock is coopering for
Arthur Overlook.
Merl Overlock and Cedric Sukeforth
have a portable mill ready for work.
Perl Overlook and Lewis Light are
lumbering on the James Overlock lot.
George Leigher is hauling lumber for
Prescott 41- Leigher.
Lewis Light has sold a cow to Cyrus
E. Jones.
Mrs. K. T. Overlock is braiding rugs
for Mrs. Lola Powell.
Jesse Eii'A'ison who injured his foot
recently is how able to he out.
Jesse Rhodes the new road com
missioner te on the j4tk«Mi '

Next to tkt Uakert Tkeatre—within three
aiinulee’ walk et all tkt tkeatree

THX PLAOB TO DINE
WHEH IE BOSTOE
CHICKEN OINNER, >1.25
DANCING AND CABARET UNTIL
12:20

OPEN SUNDATS

L. E. BOVA,
Formerly of the famous Cafe Bova

After Grippe
SCOTTS
EMULSION
should be t iken
everu Ontt fora month

these eminigrants. We cannot Ameri
canize them. They endanger our pres
ent welfare and our future safety.
If we would save the I'nion immigra
tion must be stopped." The paper was
a masterly effort, containing serious
fixid for thought. It was much appre
ciated by the club members.
The production of “His Children's
Children” was much enjoyed at tlie
Star Theatre Tuesday evening. To
night Zane Grey's thrilling master
piece “The Call of the Canyon,” will be
shown. This picture is a combination
of "Prodigal Daughters” and “To the
Last Man.” It contrasts the fast liv
ing younger generation with the mighty
realities of nature. It is a human

Doctor’s formula for you

Johnson's
A-MJniment
Internal and external too

shall annually before the tenth day of said
April, cause it to be registered, numbered, de
scribed and licensed for one year commencing
with the. first day of April aforesaid, in the
office of the clerk and shall keep around Its
neck a collar distinctly marked with the own
er’s name and its registered number, and shall
pay to said clerk for a license the sum of one
dollar and fifteen cents for each male dog and
for each female dog incapable of producing
young so kept, and five dollars and fifteen
cents for each female dog capable of producing
young.
Any person* becoming the owner or
keeper of a dqg after the first day of April
not duly licensed as herein required, shall
within ten days after he becomes the •owner
or keeper of said dog, cause said dog to be
described
and
licensed
as provided above.
Every owner or keeper of dogs, kept for breed
ing purposes may receive annually a special
kennel license authorizing him to keep said
dogs for said purpose, provided he keeps said
dogs within a proper enclosure.
When the
kennel license authorizing him to keep said
number of dogs so kept does not exceed ten.
tlie foe for said license shall be ten dollars and
fifteen cents; when the number of dogs so
kept exceed^ ten, the fee foe such license shall
be twenty dollars and fifteen cents, and no fees
shall he required for the dogs of such owner
or keeper under the age of six months. Dogs
covered by kennel license shall be exempted
from ilie provisions of this section requiring
registration, numbering, and collaring.—Sec
tion 102, Chapter 4. R. S.
M. R. KEENE. CUy Clekr.

DRESSED

CALVES

LIVE AND DRESSED
POULTRY

TO LET—Furnished

front room.

NT ST.

10 FLEAS36*41

FURNISHED ROOMS-Bcard If desired. 17
GAY 8T.
Tel. 737-M
34«36

TO LET—Tenement »t 61 Cedar street, six
rooms, electric lights, flush closet, clean and
ready to occupy.
MRS. GEORGE MUGRIDGE.
2 Oak St. Tel. 43-1.
38-tf
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping with heat and lights. CALL
4U-W.
•
34-36
TO LET—Store on Malo St.
RUBEXSTKIN.
Tel. 989-M.

PROMPT RETURNS

Inquire DAVID
28 tf

TO LET—Furnished room, modern conven
iences; also garage.
Inquire at'5 UNION ST.
29-tf

TO LET—Six room tenement on Otis street
with bath and garage. Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
ST.
16-tf

T. H. WHEELER CO

93-101 Clinton Street
BOSTON

TO LET—STORAGE—For furnltnre, atovta,
and muaical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry. dean room. Terms reancnyble.
J. R. FLYK. 221 Mata »♦.. Rockland.
1-tf

INSPECTOR OF MILK
In accordance with the Maine revised statutes
Chapter 89, Section 9. notice la hereby given
that the municipal officers of the City of Rocklaud Jiave appointed me as Inspector of Milk.

Rockland

Every-Other-Day

fit.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

la addition to penonil notes tecordNB de
partures and irrlnli, the department especially
deelne Information of aoclal happeninaa, par
tite. muatcala, etc. Notea lent bp mall 01
telephone will be fladly received.

UNOLEUM

MIrs Pauline McLoon Is home from
Wheaton College for the spring vaca
tlon.

1924.

Page Seven
AND

MUSICIANS

What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To For<
ward the Interests of Musical Art.

DEPARTMENT

We are pleased to tell you that our spring shipment of Printed and Inlaid Linoleums ha* arrived and we
invite you to comedo our store and look over the attractive and pretty color combination* that have made our
Linoleums so well known.

You will be surprised to learn how economically you can put a bright new linoleum floor in your home—one that
will add beauty, save you hours of hard work and give you years of tpleadid service.
Bring your room measurements and let us give you an estimate of cost, that you will find moat reasonable.

Mrs. Alan.L. Bird and Mrs. B. B.
Smith have been spending a few days
in Portland. Mrs. Smith went from
that city to Boston.

f

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

‘•Enjoying the ciimate very much.
Will return in April.” Thus writes I
C. Thurston of Union, who is touring
the West Coast.

children were present: Bertha Kent,
Shirley Stickney, Helen Scott, Louise
Moulaison, Cleo Tibbetts, Sanford
Delano, Walter Dimick, Sammie Glover,
Raymond Jordan, Oscar Marsh, Charles
Mr. and Mrs. V. F. Studley are in Merritt, Cobb Petersbn, Miles Sawyer.
Brookline, Mass., arranging to estab Adriel Fales, Alden Whitney, Jeannette
llsh their residence there.
Saunders, Robert Saunders and Nor
ma Smallwood.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Phelps an
nounce the engagement of their daugh
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
ter Eunice M. Phelps, to Clnyton L. Monday evening will he held the an
Witliam, also of Rockland. The mar nual banquet for all members anil
riage will take place in the near future friends of the church, at which time
the budget committee und team work
Rockland Lodge of Elks is planning a ers will make their "reports. An ex
poverty party, which will be held at cellent musical program will follow.
the Home April 1st.
Miss Helen M. Brooks, pianist, of Hav
erhill and Boston, has been engaged,
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Edward Lamp- and will render several numbers by
man (Maude Hovey) of Pasadena, noted composers. Miss Brooks is a
Calif., have been making several auto cousin of ;M|rs. Geijrge W. Gay of
trips in their new Oldsmobile Six five- Union street and is most pleasantly re
passenger sedan. They have just re membered by many Who met her last
turned from several days’ stay in summer when she was. a guest of Mrs.
Santa Barbara and a trip of four days Gay. She ig a pupil of the late James
to San Diego and Redlands. They W. Hill of Haverhill and Boston and a
were accompanied on their outings by member of the American Guild of Or
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schubert of ganists. Recently Miss Brook3 was
Staten Island, New York, who are one of the assisting artists at a re
passing the winter in California. They cital of dramatic art given by Miss
have hail a delightful time and perfect Olive Bogart at the Copley Plaza Ho
summer weather, and will take many tel in Boston. It is earnestly ln ped
more trips before their friends return that all members will avail themselves
of this opportunity to. hear this talent
East.
ed young lady.
Mrs. Winfield Spiller of Mechanic
There is a decided .tendency to fit
Falls is spending a few days in the
skirts at the top instead of gathering
city.
them to a band, says the Dry Goods.
The Prigresslve Literary Club will Economist. Tlie sewed-on belt, is an
meet at the Thorndike Hotel Tuesday innovation of the season that appeals
at 12 noon. After the lunch the regu for its practicality. The wraparound
lar meeting will be held at the home closing, real or simulated, continues to
lie emphasized. Where pleated skirts
of Mrs. L. N. Littlehale.
,
are concerned the indestructible pleats
Mrs. W O. Fuller arrives home on are most desirable. Wool alpaca as
the afternoon train today from a ten- well as silk alpaca is successfully em
ployed In these models. In pleated
day visit in Boston.
skirts of crepe weaves,-the group of ar
Thayer Kimball, Jr., and Normnn rangement of pleats is featurul. This
Waldron left Friday for Boston where may be represented by a tiny box pleat
with two or three side pleats, repented
they will upend their vacation.
at intervals or continuously all around
A party was given Tuesday evening the skirt. Pin tucking in all-over ef
at tlie home of Mr. and Mrs. Merton fects or in clusters continues to he a
Ames in honor of Mr. and Mrs. George trimming note of importance. Ail
Bougette. The evening was spent with skirts are straight' and, whether
music and games and refreshments pleated or not, are narrow looking. The
were nerved. Those present were: Mr. authoritative length is from eight to
and Mrs. George Bougette, Mr. and ten inches off the ground.
Mrs. George Cole, Miss Katheryn Cole,
C. H. Morey is offering his shoe
Miss Harriet Ames. Miss Alice Ames business for sale—a tfood opening for
and Miss Florence'Ames.
the right party.—adv.
It

Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Ames have re
An Easter opening showing a won
turned from a two weeks’ stay in Ban derful line of new Spring styles is
gor.
planned by Cutler-Cook Co., formerly
the Davis Garment Shop. Watch for
Miss Alma McDougall of Damaris the big ad. Tuesday.—jflilv.
cotta is visiting her aunt, Miss Mae
Barstow.

BY MRS. SANBORN’S PUPILS

LUCY FRANCES INGRAHAM

A junior musicale \Lis given at the.
home of Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn by her
pupils yesterday when the following
program was heard, preceded by a
Victor record, “Instruments of the Or
chestra” and a reading by Mrs. San
born. “I Am Music.”

Lucy Frances (Ayers) widow of the
late Capt. Albert Ingraham, died Wed
nesday night at the home of her sister,
Mrs. A. S. Black, Talbot avenue, aged
73 years. Friends knew that she had
been in failing health the past two
years, and that for 15 weeks she had
been confined to her bed, but they were
not prepared for the news of her death
which came with such slight warning
that relatives in an adjoining town did
not have an opportunity to get here in
season to see her alive. The funeral
services were deferred until next
Tuesday afternoon In the interest of
distant relative*.
Mrs. Ingraham was the daughter of
the late George F. and Harriet
(Hosmer) Ayers and had always made
Rockland her home except in the Inter
vals during which she went to sea with
her husband. A life which she had
consecrated to the happiness of others
was saddened by the loss of both of her
children—first her son George, who
died at the age of 4, and in later years
by the passing of her daughter Anna,
who had attained young womanhood.
During the past 12 years Mrs. Ingra
ham has made her home with her sis
ter. So long as health permitted it she
regularly attended the Univeraallat
church. She was "Aunt Fannie” to
everybody, but In spirits she was young
as the youngest, and had been the con
fidant and counselor of several gen
erations. During her long period of
invalidism she was not heard to voice
a single complaint.
The beautiful
character which won lifelong, devoted
friends for her lingered with her until
the last word had been spoken and
until the mysterious ways of a divine
Providence had drawn the curtain on
life which made a little bit better every
person who had come in contact with

Part Ona

CDsabcth Criigluon—Hunting Song,
Lynea
Katlierine Creighton—Buniing Song, Shindler
Eveline (Benson- limiting Song,
Hummel
Fredda Sylvester—Hunting Song,
Gurlitt
■leasie Itabeiistein—March,
H. L. Gramm
Muriel Ripley— March,
Ellenberg
Vangie Perry—March,
Grant Schaefer
Marlon Teel—March,
Bilbro
Ruth Don dis—March,
Gurlitt
Part Two

Rutli Teel—Teddy Hear,
Stanley
Follow Me,
Stanley
Nathalie Jones -Spring is Coming,
Bilbo,1
Indians,
Bilbro
Rutli Dondb—The Picnic.
Hlli.ro
A Waltz In F major,
Hilbro
Edith Scavey—The Woodpecker,
Hilbro
lMiet,
Hilbro
Vangie Perry—Minuet,
Mozart
Marlon Teel -Merry Company,
Gurlitt
Jeannette Smith—Boon a N'otte,
Nevin
Canzone Amorosa,
Nevin
Frances Chatto—Moonlight,
Harris
Gladys Ailey—Evening Song,
Bilbro
Annie Leonard—Etude,
Heller
Ases Tod.
Grieg
Fredda gylventer—Scarf Dance,
Chaminade
Kullwrhie Creighton—Lark Song. Trhaikowaky
Elizabiht Creighton—Gypsy Rondo.
Haydn
Scherzo.
Haydn
Lillian Billawsky— Meadow Brook, MaeDowell
Narcissus,
* 9 Nevin
Bourree.
Bach
Evelyn Gleason—A Country Walk.
Bilbro

The sardine factory on Tillson wharf
will open April 15. The proprietors
issue a clarion call for women, who
will be given steady imployment all
summer.

IC
Starting April 1st
I am ready to furnish both old and
new customers
My price on Ice in ton lots is $3.50.
The man who buys in large quanti
ties can see the low price and save
money.
PROMPT SERVICE

S.
S3-tf

D.

BEATON

Telephone 672-M

It.

Mrs. Ingraham is survived by one
brother, Ralph Ayers of Thomaston
and two sisters,. Miss G. Louise Ayers
of Los Angeles and Mrs. Alfred SBlack of Rockland.
Those small ads In The CourlerGasette are read by every body. That
Is why they are so popular and
effective.

WITH1NGTON

FEATHER MATTRESSES

ICE

Now is the time' to have your
Feather Bed mad* into a FEATHER
MATTRES8.
Hair Mattresses also done over.

Commence Delivery
APRIL 1st
TELEPHONE 155J

A. F. IRELAND
Tel. 25-5 THOMASTON

32-41

Mrs. Eva Tabbutt who underwent a
minor operation at Knox Hospital re
cently, was able to return to her home
on Rockland street Thursday.

Mrs. Alice Thurston who has been
making an extended visit with Sheriff
and Mrs. Raymond E. Thurston, is
now visiting her daughter, Miss Belle
Thurston in Northampton, N. II.

The High-Priced Chocolates
in the
-Priced 'Box*

Mrs. Frank W. Ames of Matinlcus
was a guest Tuesday night of Miss
Christobel Cameron, Pleasant street,
enroute to Boston.

Arthur F. Lamb has been confined to
the house the past week with a grippe
attack which threatened pneumonia
and bronchitis.
He is now on the
mending hand.
A utility shower was given last even
ing nt the home of Miss Blanche
Seavejr, 30 James stret in honor of
Miss Elizabeth Colburn, whose marri
age to Vernon K. Wilson of Portland
soon takes place. Miss Colburn re
ceived many nice and useful presents.
Ices anel cake were served. Those
present were Mary Johnson, Beatrice
Hanrahan, Cora Plnkham,
Dorothy
Crockett, Beulah Imsalle, Glarys Kellar. Elsie Merrill. Carrie Douglas,
Shelby Freethey und Agnes Brennan.

Wound Box

I ISSI

60c

1

Miriam Sewing Circle will meet at
Odd FIlows hall, third floor, next Tuesafternoon on a tacking. Picnic lunch
and drill in the evening.

Mrs. A. B. Higgs was a guest of Mrs.
Millard Long in Camden Tuesday.

Decorations come high

The A. R. T. H. Club met at the home of
Mrs. Katherine Gregory Thursday and
passed all its former high records in
work accomplished in needlecraft. The
club assembled in the early forenoon,
and was asked to remain to a "picnic
lunch.” but when it was served It
proved to lie a fully matured banquet.
The next meeting is to be with Mrs.
Winnie Horton at The Highlands.

Monday afternoon Master Raymond
Smallwood entertained 17 of his little
friends at the Grace Street Kinder
garten. The event was in honor of
his 6th birthday and was in the form
of a St. Patrick’s party. Each child
was presented with a tiny shamrock
and other decorations were in keeping
witli the season. The birthday cake,
designed by F. R. Smallwood, in white
and the conventional green, was a
work of art and brought forth shouts
of joy from the kiddies. The numerous
birthday gifts proved an interesting
feature to nil. After due inspection had
been given, games were enjoyed until
a late hour. Delicious refreshments
were then served consisting of birth
day cake, fancy cookies, Ice cream,
fudge and green mints. Mrs. F. R.
Smallwood and Mrs. Elmer Kater act
ed as hostesses. The guests of honor
were the teachers. Miss Carolyn Allen
und Miss Gertrude Saville; also Mrs.
Kales and Mrs. Pauline Saunders. These
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Mrs. C. H. Berry and Mrs. Lucy
Glover have returned from Winter
Park, Fla-, where they have been
spending the past three months.
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IOCOLATES need protection.
Bpt ribbons cost money. Fancy
tops cost money. Ornate boxes cost

C

money.
And so we said to ourselves “While
beautiful boxes make beautiful gifts why
not put some really fine chocolates in a
simple, inexpensive package?” We did!
The result was Lowney’s Gold Stripe
Chocolates—“The High-Priced Cho
colates in the Low-Priced Box”—now

the most popular package of fine cho
colates in all New England. Sold in
three assortments:
Standard
Chewy and Brittle
Chocolates and Bonbons.

Take home a box tonight. Then you’ll
understand why these are the most popu
lar chocolates in all New England. On
sale at the better drug and candy stores.

loV/KEfS
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i

Surprising Value

is: i i

Gold Stripe
Chocolates

There were two numbers of the pro
gram of the Rubinstein Club at their
March 14 meeting that particularly ap
pealed to me, not only in the delight
ful and satisfying manner in which
they were presented, but because of
association and recollection that they
brought to me.
These were both pi
ano selections,—“The Hustling
of
Spring,” played by Miss Marian
Knowlton of Camden, and "To Spring,”
by Grieg, played 'by Miss Gertrude
Saville of this city.
It was always a
delight to me when I could persuade
Alice Flske (now Mrs. Kail Sturgis)
to play “The Rustling of Spring."
Hearing Miss Knowlton play the selec
tion brought to my mind vividly the
mans’ happy hours Miss Flske and
1 used to enjoy. She would play solos,
1 sometimes would sing and we would
diReuss musle in ail its phases (the
confidence of youth!) enthusiastic and
full of plans.
Now our letters to
each other—which are all too few—al
ways echo the wish that we might be
near each other and get together for
some of our old time musicals.
sees
“To Spring” brought to my mind
with equal vividness the time I heard
Percy Grainger play it at the Maine
Music Festival, the second time he
appeared as soloist.
It has always
been one of my "pet9."
I love its
imaginative, elusive, promiseful style.
It brings spring to me as something of
blue skies, fleecy clouds, pale green
leaves, just the suggestion of green
grass, and that sweet delicate smell
that comes with the season—spring
jest in its beginning, after our dreadful
New England March. When I heard
Grainger at the Festival. I kept hop
ing he would play "To Spring," which
was not a programmed number. When
after insistent applause he announced
that he would play the composition my
joy was unbounded.
He did play it
beautifully—he Is a sensitive, ethe
real looking creature and he made it
seem a part of his personality.
But, sometimes our delight has a
blot in it, and this experience had one
for me.
As I said, Percy Grainger is
a sensitive, etheral looking creature,
tall, slender, with a shock of ruddy
golden hair which he wears rather
long and with a rather thin, highpitched voice—not efflminate—Just the
kind of voice one would associate witli
such a personality.- It would be lu
dicrous to hear Grainger or one of his
type with a deep, chesty voice. There
were four or five persons sitting be
hind me, a family party. I judged, who
had been fairly attentive during the
concert up to that point, but when Mr.
Grainger announced that he would
play "To Spring,” apparently his voice
struck them funny and they began to
laugh, and all through that number
and for some numbers afterward they
kept up a continuous "sniggering" and
whispering, to the disgust of those
seated near, but whose glares and
stares did not serve to quell their
mirth.
It was only through the
strictest concentration that I am able
today to remember how wonderfully
Percy Grainger played this number.
• • • •
Two or three issues ago, you mny
recall. I made mention of the fact that
I was at loss to know how one got ar
ticles primed in Musical America,
stating that at the time of the McLaughlin-Carinl concert I had sent a
brief item to that publication, and that
it had never appeared. I have to cor
rect the statement, for I am informed
by Miss Annie Carini that the item
did appear in an issue shortly after
the date of the concert.
I had flat
tered myself that I perused Musical
America carefully, but in some way
this got by me.
I am grateful to
Miss Carini for the correction.
• • • •
If you read my last Saturday note
on Farrar’s recent recital in New York
you may enjoy reading ‘'Mephlsto’s"
account of It:
“When it was announced that Ger
aldine Farrar was going to reappear
in New York and give a reeital at the
Town Hall, I said to myself, they will
jam the house, every Gerry flapper
with the price will buy a ticket.
I
also made up my mind that the dear
lady would receive an ovation, that
unlimited encores would be demanded,
and that it would be a gay and hal
cyon evening.
It was all of that and
more.
At least one thousand per
sons couldn’t get Into the hail.
They
blocked the traffic.
La Geraldine in
troduced her own appearance by hav
ing a talented young 'cellist, Joseph
Malkin, play some solos, which were
not likely to detract from the glory
of her entrance and the subsequent
proceedings.
“Then she swept on in a wonder
ful costume, which also might have
been expected, and carried on her
person what appeared to some to be
all the jewels of the Czar of Russia as
well as the present Shah of Persia, to
which she added, as a bit of local
color, a black ostrich fan that must
have created many vacancies in the
ostrich farm of California.
The lady
is said to have traveled in the lust
twenty months seventy thousand miles.
Her manner didn’t show It, for she was
as full of life and pep as ever.
“One of the things that worrit'd me
when I read the newspaper notices the
next morning was lest our leading
critics had listened to so much opera
in Italian, German and French that
they had forgotten all they ever knew
of their own language, for they seemed
unanimous in expressing their aston
ishment that La Geraldine had been
singing In English, which it seems they
did not discover till the concert was
nearly half over.
People wondered
why, wit-h ^uch an enthusiastic out
pouring that greeted the former opera
star, the management had not selected
Carnegie Hall.
I think the> were
wise, for La Geraldine's voice is not
what it used to be, and as Gatti once
said, nobody knows this 'better than
she does, for she is a very clever
worrvin.
How shall we account for
her unquestioned tremendous popular
ity?
That seems to me to be easy.
“In the first place, she was un
doubtedly for eighteen years a leading
power at the Metropolitan, during
which time site rendered such notable
service and won such a hold on the
opera-going public that it was well
known that, except toward the tast, she
came newt to dear, dead Caruso inxbox
office drawing power.
In the next

much crowded in to a small space of
years. It had to tell some time.
• * s •
There comes to my mind the story
I read about her appearance In "Romeo
and Juliet," when she sang the potion
scene lying down—entirely contrary
to the usual custom. She was severely
criticized, but she came back with
something to this effect: "Why not?
Juliet was overcome by her emotions
and preparing to die; she did lie down,
of course. And besides,” she added in
her Jerry-way, "I am tile only singer
who can sing lying down flat on her
back!”

place, with all her peculiarities, eccen
tricities. unquestioned talent, won
derful vitality, she was what some peo
ple call 'a person.’
"She has Individuality, which was
some times shown in her costumes,
which if they did not exactly fit the
• ♦ • .
.role, as in ‘Marguerite’ in ‘Faust’ al
ways roused comment.
Perhaps that
I intended to make mention of the
was what she desired.
She repre debut of the 80 year old concert singer
sented the woman who had gotten in New Y’ork early in the year—Mrs.
there, who had won out, who had been Henry C. Wright. The concert, which
acclaimed in Berlin as well as in New was called the unique event nt the
York, whj had held her own against season, was given in the Wurlitzer
all cliques, opposition, and so to tile Auditorium.
Mrs. Wright, lovingly
young woman of talent, ambition of known as "Grandma" YVright, is a
fame, particularly in opera, she stood prim little woman, with not a streak
for an ideal, the ideal of irrepressible, of gray in her blonde-red hair. The
indomitable pluck, backed by steady review said that to see "Grandma”
defiance of ’les convenances’.
llcnce Wright on the night of her debut one
the Gerry (la pjiers—the militant young would not suspect that she had sewomen to whom she was the standard- cretiy cherished ambitions for a con
bearer of that sex emancipation which cert career for some seventy years.
they all hoped for. and which perhaps "She walked to the centre of the stage
suggested to Kipling his conviction with a firm step, and then she sang.
that the female of the species is more One suspects that it was neither the
deadly than the male.
song nor the way she sang that held
crowded audience siiellbounil.
"In view of some of the criticism that
that was leveled at La Geraldine with Far more important than either was
regard to her singing, it is to be re tlie personality of this little woman,
gretted that she did not retire from who had kept the spirit of youth and
the Metropolitan at least two years of song burning brightly through all
before the event took place, so people the long years. No prima donna was
through the country might have heard ever accorded a more cordial welcome
her at her best.
Thus much I can or listened to more intently. To be
not but think she owed to herself and sure, there was a quaver now and
then, and she was sometimes winded
the wonderful career she has hail.”
• * • •
before tlie end of a phrase, and did not
What an interesting and fascinating always agree with the piano as to
figure Geraldine Farrar has
been pitch, yet what is more important, she
Even now, when she is no longer an stills bears the spirit of song. Her
opera star or a successful concert voice is clear and sweet and many a
singer, when the critics all concede woman forty years her junior would
that her voice is practically gone, she be proud to own one so good. Indeed,
still holds sway over the vast Ameri there have been debutantes of twenty
can public. The whole secret must lie summers whose voices have lacked its
in that she is "a person” as Mophisto charm.”
• • . •
tells us. But I am wondering why her
voice has given out in so short a time.
I was sorry that I was unable to at
Her age is nowhere near that of Schu- tend the operetta given under the di
mann-Heink, Louise Homer. Calve anil rection of Mis. Ruth Sanborn and Mrs.
tome others who are still winning lau Esther Bird at Glencove. Mrs. Sunrels in the concert field.
Schumann- born thoughtfully sent me tickets,
Heink seems to us a veteran singer, yet which I in turn gave to persons who
the critics are pronouncing her voice did attend and who pronounced the
as good as ever showing r.o signs of operetta delightful and most cleverly
deterioration.
Do you suppose the presented. Would then there were
overburden of vitality and tempera more of these affairs given In Rock
ment that was given Farrar has been land.
It creates a
get-together
her undoing?
It would almost seem feeling and brings (a light talent that
that way, fur in spite of her clever oft-times lies hidden. It’s hard work,
ness and talent, her life has never j Hut usually is worth It. ARk Mrs.
seemed quite normal. So many varied j Sanborn or Mrs. Bird if I am not right
events, so much tempestuuusness, so ! i:i this conclusion.

First Hearing Today
New VtCTROLA 260
OME in today. Ask to see the new
model of VlCTROLA 260. Be among
the first in this locality to inspect, to hear,
and to own this instrument—recently
arrived. Most modern, and finest in every
respect, it may be just the instrument
you have been wanting for your home.
It is gracefully designed, symmetrically
proportioned, superbly built and fitted
—and like all VlCTROLAS, contains
VlCTROLA quality of reproduction.
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Maine Music
COMPANY
ROCKLAN D,

ME.,

■Get our prices and terms
New Victor Records, Once a Week, Every Week-Friday

FLOWERS SOON FADE

the only memorial that endures la •
carefully built
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE

or marble that retains It*
beauty and withstands time and the
elements.
of granite

Wc give careful attention to distinct,
legible lettering.

See our designs and note our reason
able estimates.
FRED S. MARCH "2!!CU"^L

The Naw Moamaaatal Wararoema
Park 8l„ Cor. Brick.
lockland.

W A. 1ST TED

to exchange new furniture for your old. Wo must keep our swoono
hand department filled, and are witling to exchange new modem
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instrument*.

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

279 288 MA,N 8T- R0CKLAN°

Me
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